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I.
IHTRODÜOTÏOW & MTERATÎ3RB BEVIM
The oholoe of matoflal in the preeont rooearoh warn 
determined by time and looatlon# The limited period of 
time rooulted in oholoo of plant material with a fairly 
abort llfo oyole* In the aeoond year of roaearoh whloh 
w@8 oarrlod out at the Soottiah Hortioultural Boaoaroh 
Inatitute, Dundee, work waa dmo on the material available 
at the plaee* Oowequontly thla thoala la divided into 
2 parte vi%*
fart 1* On epeoioo hybrids of tomatoes in which oytolo^ 
of both vogotativo and reproductive oella i^ro
fart 11# On apeoloa hybrids of Ribeo and Rubua in ihloh 
only Gomatlo cytology was done#
The cytology of tcmatcca, both diploids and totraploide 
(auto~ and allotctraploide) of different origine baa been 
studied by several earlier workers (àfify 1933) Humphrey 1934) 
J^drgencen 192$) Lesley and Lesley 1930, 193$) Llndatrom and 
Humphrey 1933) Lind a tr cm and Eooo 1931 a M  Hpcott 193$)*
Theee workers studied the poet^pacbytene stagee in meioeie#
Those few who aWied the paohytme behaviour in tetraploldo 
(LlWstrom and Humphrey 1933; Humphrey 19)4 Hpoo# 1933) 
did not ag^i'ee in their oWervatlone mpeolally on the nature 
of eynapBle of #@ ohromosomea# The method of squashing 
#ioh la more effioiept for ohrmoeome etudy has superceded 
the older method of aeotioaing# It was, therefore, the 
main aim of thle reeearoh, besidee studying the general 
behaviour of hybrids, to determine as aoourately aa possible 
the ohrmoaomè behaviour with emphaaie on the paohytene 
stage in diploid and polyploid apeoieswhybrlda* In 
addltioR, the cytology of ootoplolda deeorlbed here is the 
first yeoord of the cytology of oetoploid tomatoea*
The apeoim SsBllElB^iâÈSâlïB
in the present esq^ eriments belong to the anb^gmus Bulyooperaioon 
(#d Fruited) of the gonna lyooporsioon (lAoWlll} 1943)*
The baaio ohromoaome number of this genua is 12, aa 
firat dlaoovered Hinkler (1909)* %e aomatio number la 
therefore 24* The two apeoiea oroaa readily and qhromoaome 
aeparatlon ia very regular in the diploid hybrids with a 
high fertility (J)(rgenaen 1928) Undatrom and Hooa 1931)
Llndatrom and Plumphrey 1933f)# Irragu3.aritiea were very 
rare and coourred aa an oooaalonal lagging of ohromoeomee at 
anaphase (Afiiy 1933)#
interesting nature of the pachytene ohrqmosomes which 
are structurally differmtiated was first deeorlbed by 
Lesley and Lesley (1935) follotfed by Brown (1949 )e %eee 
workers studied eepeolally the nucleolar ehromoeomee ae they 
were the most readily identifiable pair of ohromosmea in i^ e 
complement* Lesley and Lealey named it "Ohromoame and 
showed Üiat the alee of satellite in this ohromosome was variable 
In different varletiee of tomatoes* Then the 12 pairs of 
Chromosomes in the sot identified individually Barton 
(1930) who numbered them aoeordlng to th^r length». Obromosome 
A''of Leeley and Lesley #ien beoame ohromosme 2, as it was 
the second longest in the complément*
Differentiated pachytene oliromosomeSy similar to those 
in the gonus Lvoonersioen# are also said to ooour in Agananthus 
and Kniohofi^ (Darlington 193%)* But the differentiator 
qondensata^on is less pronoimced in |(nlnhof|Ha iiian in Aggpanthus* 
%es0 ohromosomes could be easily observed from paohytene to 
dlaWnesls# As In tomatoes, by metaphaso only deep staining 
regions could be seen and terminalisation was complete*
Tomato tetraplolds showed all the oharaoteristio inoreaae 
in vigour typioal of tetraploids ( Jÿ)rgensen 1928) Lindstrom
: , , ' 4
and Koos 1931; Lindetrom and Humphrey 1933, and Humphrey 1934); 
lower pollen fertility and lower number of eeed eet per fruit. 
In autotetr&plolde tetravalent aeBOoiatlon of ohromosomee at 
metaphaee ranged from none (J^^rgeneen 1928; Humphrey 1934) to 
a complete eet of 12 quadrlvalentG (Lindstrom and Kooe 1931) 
v/ith variable number of multivalents per oell (Lesley and 
Leeley 1930) Upoott 1935* and Afify 193&)* 8inoe it wae very 
diffioult to study the nature of pairing in the greatly 
contracted metaphase chromosomes it was thought that pachytene 
chromosomes ^ight offer the ohanoe.
Hybrids between olosely related species with regular 
chromosome pairing are known in several genera among which 
Gil'S Galeopsis (Müntsing 1930), Primus (parlingtom 1933j, 
PaeoniaCstebbins 1938), Hibes (Meurman 1928), and others.
These are all hybrids of high fertility though not as 
as in pure species, Beaseley (1943) studied similar hybrids 
Oosoypium which had more irregularities than the pure 
species*
Such hybrids with regular chromosome pairing and normal 
fertility retain their identity as species only by geographical 
or physiological isolation (8a% 1935), But in none of these 
has a thorough study been made of paohytene oonfigurations of
. ....... . i
hybrids or their doeoondente# Thue it seemed wrtWhilo, 
for this reoeo% to study ospeplally paohytene ohrmoeomee
II.
I# QULTUmi#
M I  the tomato plants studied were ralaod iWer green home 
eondltiom* In %e first year, aeada were aom In vermlculite 
In the dark and were brought Into light when they geminated* 
%en the third true leaf appeared on the aeedllnga tMy ifore 
tram#@nted eaeh into a Inch pot, When about 3 imhea 
hig^ ÿ #e aeedllnga were again transplanted Into 3 inoh pota 
md then finally Into 4 Inoh pots when they were tall enough 
to be etaked*
Throughout their life, the ^ a,ante were grom In vermlonllte 
and fed with Bfeffer^ e solution (Me clean & Gook 1941)* For 
fir et weeks half etrength solution was used, but
#en mature full streng^ i solution ima fed eveiy alternato
day, tap water being used in be Ween#
In raising the proge*^  of the first year plants, eeede 
were emm in borne in a propagating house (80^  90^  p)
when they were about 3 inohee they were traneÿLanted 
into 4 inch pote and ifore transferred into the green house 
(50^  m, ), Finally the plants were transplanted into
r ; V.
6 laoh potG when they were staked# la  this osse soil %fas 
used tlMPou#! sli stages of the plants* growth*
The dlfferenoo in the method of raising We ^ .ants beWeea 
the first end second years was determined by the methods adopted 
at the Wo separate places at whioh this researoh was done#
2* imaoQLATimG & oaoasi#*
About 4B hours before anthesls Wo flower buds of the 
tomatoe were masouleted by the g^tle removal of the anthers 
by means of a pair of fine forceps (sterilised), and the flowers 
were then bagged in by I* oellophene bags# When the 
stigmas of the bagged flowers were ready to rseelve pollen 
the ba§s w^e rmoved and ripe pollen from the anther of the 
required plant was transferred on to #e stigma by means of 
foroeps# The flowers were bagged again# Pollen grains readily 
adhere onto a ripe stigma, A susoessful fertilisation was 
confirmed aft^ about 10 days by the.development of the ovary# 
Gometimss, howevor, Üio ovary sweli.ed about a month or more after 
fertilisation, but In this case it was found to eontain no 
seeds* Although no actual fertilisation took place, 
parthenooarpous fruit %fas formed#
8oon after the fruits were formed the cellophane bags 
were removed#
3. OOIÆHIOÏHB f R m W W .
Torn to seeds ware gro^m la petri'^dloheg lined with 
filter paper soaked in a 0.25^ aqueous solution of oololilolne 
and the dishes were kept in the inoiabator at 20^0* More
Qo3'ohiolne solution introduoed In ordms" to keep the filter/
paper perpetually moist# After leaving the seeds to germinate 
in this way for lo days they were changed to net? petrl^^dlshee, 
this time lined i&th filter paper soaked In distilled water# 
After three days they wore planted out in soil In the 
propagating houao and any neoesaary trenaplantlnga made as the 
aeedlinga grew#
4. G i m m m  op TcmTo m m s #
Blpe fruits were opened diameter^^Klae and the pulp together 
ifith the seeds were put into mall beakers# A small quantity 
of oonoentratod hydroohlorlo aold xfas added to the beakers and 
left for about g to 10 minutes after which the seeds were 
washed on a sieve under rmmlng water* Gleaned seeds were 
dried on blotting paper* (Method used In Dundee)*
5. miAsummHT o? smwA;;.
For Hie study of stomata^ on the leaves of tomato, the 
method of North (19$6) was adopted, using cellulose aoetato film#
The oellulose aoetate solution was paint# on the lower 
epWomls of the leaves iflth a oam^ . hair brush which we 
kept in aqetone when not in me* When the film dried, i^ fithin 
a few seconde, the painted area was flooded with a strong 
eolation of detergent# Then the film wA# eaaily lifted, 
o^imted on a slide with the eurfaoo which faced the plant 
uppermost, and dried by dabbing ^ th blotting paper* It was 
viemd under a mloroacope using a green filter* Moaenremen'W 
of the etomatag were made by an ocoular grid neing a hi^ h 
power objective#
6* OITOimiGAL#
For chromoeome coimte in tomato young roct^ tipe were 
fi%ed in 1:3 acetic^ a^lcohol solution after prew^ treating In 
para^ mdichlorobenaene (saturated aqueooe eolation) for 2 3
hours at rom temperature* The fi%ed root'-tlpe were then 
heated in 1 port and 9 parte of %G orcein in acetic
acid for a few mlnutee and then left for 20 ## 30 minutea* 
Squashing wa$ done in frmh 1^  adeto*orcein ($harma and Bharma 
1957)t
For study of RWa flower buds of favourable eiRO (e*g# in 
diplcide, buda of about 2»5 mm ip length contain pa^ '^tene 
stage) were taken, sepals and petals were removed and then
10
fixed in 1&3 ao@tlo*aloobol for 12 to 3& hours at room 
temperature. After fixation they were either squashed 
immediately or stored in 70^ oloohol. The stai&ing method 
used was that of Dr, M*8,Walters as desorihed by Barton (1950)# 
Fixed or fixed and stored buds were washed in distilled water 
for 30 minutes changing the water several times; mordanted in 
4$ iron alum for 30 45 minutes and then washed in distilled
water again for half an hour* The washed budkt were put in 
0#5^ aoeto-^oarmine stain and squashed in the same# It was 
found that buds could be left in the stain for as long as 
two or three days after whioh the oytéplasm tended to darken.
In fact the best preparations were obtained from squashes of 
buds left in the stain for more than a day* Heating the 
slides over a steam bath (Barton 1950) gave better 
differentiation of the chromosomes. This method of staining is 
also applicable to young petals for the study of somatic 
chromosomes but pre#treatment with 0.002M solution of ozyqulnoline 
or para~diohloroben%ene (saturated solution) is required to 
enhance spreading of the chromosomes*
Squashed preparations were best sealed in paraffin wax 
and then stored in a refrigerator* Staining w&s found to be 
at optimum after one or two days of sqashing*
; Il
In BîG Gqmshem temporarily aeal# preparations were mod# 
pomanont aooordlng to the moth# of Oolarlor (1956) ming 
tertiary bulgrl (doohol# After a or aping off the sealing wmc 
from the Gover glma of the elide, it was put in a mixture 
of equal parts of tertiary butyl alcohol and glacial aoetlo 
noid, Hhen the oover glaee had looam# (after 10 20 minutes)
the aoparat# alldo end cover gloea were left there for about 
§ *" IG minutes and then tranaferr# to I port glaoial acetio 
aqid and 3 parte tertiary bntgrl ^ leohol# After 1$ 30 minutes
in the aeoond mixture they were transferred to pure tertiary 
Wtyl alcohol and left there for 30 minutes for complété 
dehydration. Then the elides and eôver ^ aeaee were mounted 
preferably In Mparal altliongh Oahada Salham oonld he need#
For oqimahes in oroein, permanent preparations were made 
separating the elide and cover glane in 1$3 aoetio j^ cohol 
and two ohangea of abeolnte alooholf 2 minutes In each, and 
then mounted either in Bnparol or Balaam (Darlington and 
la Gonr 19SQ)#
7. moToompmr.
Mierophotographs were taken on half tme ponohromatio 
plates (slow proaess) using an oil imersion lens of N#A* 1.32, 
an oil immersion condenser of N.A 1*3 and 3(6 cmpeneating eye
?4;
12
piece. Omera luolda drewinge were made at the stage level# 
Temporary proparatloRS were used both in taking miorophotographa 
and In making camera luolda drawlnga.
For the produotlon of photodrawinga, the original photograph 
of ohromoamoB printed on matt*owfaoe paper was Inked over 
with Indian Ink. Then the photographlo Image was bleached 
out In 10 per cent potassium farrloyanlde and 20 per cent plain 
hypo solution so Hmt the drawing alone remained* The hleaohed 
photograph was then passed through aoid hypo and thoroughly 
washed before being dried (Manton 19$0)*
â cosamâTOlal stock of MsafiiM-ASB oaÿ^SJÉm "Easly 
Red'* and I,*p^aplaellifqIIbm (SE 1234.) mre used as parental 
lines and in the second year the F% hybrids between Hieee two 
were also used* "Kondine Red**, a tetraploid variety of
os# for t w  study of meiosis in autotetraplolds,
III. 13
Initially five plants of Lyooperaioon eseulantnm Mill, and 
six plants of Lyooparelcon pim^inellifolium Mill, were raised 
as parental etrains* Baoh was eelfed and reoiprooal orossinge 
were made between them* In the following year the seeds so 
obtained were sown and 4 plants each of the parental lines 
and 6 plants each from the families of the reoiprooal Grosses 
were raised to maturity*
Hereafter the crosses L.esculentum x li.plmpinellIfolium 
and ii.plmpinellifQlium x L.esoulentum will he referred to as 
BP and PB respectively.
Among the %  hybrid seeds of the 2 families via, EPp and 
PBg# distinct variation in seed sl&e was observed. Oonsequently 
two lots of seeds in each family were sown separately* The 
letter was suffixed to the family number to denote that 
the plants were raisid from large seeds e.g. ; the letter 
'*8*^ similarly denotes small seeds. In BPg none of the small 
seeds germinated.
Table 1 shows the number of plants in each family raised 
for experimentation.
Germination
Seeds of I*, esculent urn and the reciprocal hybrids all 
germinated on the same date, while tho'Ce of L#pimpinellifolium 
were two days later in germinating. The percentages of 
germination may be compared in Table 1.
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,,Ksfîî«a âiffeesaoes ia  shape W  sis» af %@ oo%r%Wpa#' W .aW  
ia  l!h® iataped m #aW  oS'JhSâSâSlS ana- S#):;Wla$lll#Mûm* 
la  tha ahapê was oblottg-aai ma ap;*Wmate% i |
#$as as lohg as in  Ü» nlaplaéllifcÆ dâa» îfea la t# #  haâ 
so^letona vhish mve. mnge o t"l«s  teiangwlaj? id,#, a îsïaaâsj* 
basa @pa %pwittg; Mp* ' f  he wW# as Amamsâ- à i %a''#d@st 
peint, was m% mWi, l#ss than that in  ■ U-»aeia.isfttuB>« sa that, 
its  leag#*'WeMth # # #  ma lass #tan that iW' Wsanlantmf.
She hyhylâa when aansWeWI' as a #él@ , we»® lnte*W I-iate 
with »®8î»at ta length-* Weacith and l#gth*h»eaàth. (l/s ) 
»ati&#la:t# 1 showi' the @a%Won aHa»aete»s in  seedlings 
a i thé saae -age*- -
Between the »#ip»@eal hyW ds, diSfe»snôe& in  eotgrledow 
eha»aet9»s mi@ t^,th## was a teadenhy tewaapds iishétitanéi of' 
Batafnal ehayaotesistles as regard# eo%ledon sise* She»® 
was a slgnlfiéant ôorrelaiSiea' heWeen eotf-ledon eharaatera ■ 
of eath tfb rid  with those,,of the ,r#peeti»@ # s tllla te  p ar#t* '
She SfJoçsBpsnÿing graphs (Sext- f ig il (a) and (b) ) 
illustrât®  this '®or»®|ation efffs l- #l#hr3,y* Bb figt. l|a ), ’
%8 l/B ratio -values , of h*ea,eulahtha - are tal«ea m  sere and %
%e Î/B  rafâ® devia#,ons of #  and hybrids frea I t  are
L / B  RATI O OF C O T Y L E D O N S
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30 4025 3520 45
Z3 n.ZLU L esculentum x L.pimplneUlfoHum
II
07 L.plmpin#lUfolium % t.*scut«ntum
TIME ( IN DAYS )
Text fig; l(a). A graph showing correlation 
effect in L/B ratio of cotyledons of EP hybrid with 
its pistillate parent, L.esculentum*
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L /B  RATIO OF COTYLEDONS
2_ioii_n_iUJz
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rp(p)= -047 
rg(p)= -0'93
L. esculentum L.pimpinellifolium
0 7
7\
0 5
0 3
L.pimpineilifclium x L.esculentum
30 40
TIM E ( IN DAYS )
Text fi'gîl (b). A graph showing correlation effect in 
L/B ratio of cotyledons of PE hybrid with its pistillate 
parent L.pimpinellifolium.
■'ir. ' " . :
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Ig&me .iD:@%2b :Las ailM&jLawr g#%agp&k Tahwaca
3N&i%lo ir&3L%wB8 ewsi 1ka]#a& isai idbW9
jaiwecülshBG*
first m e s ü r m m #  of Ooiyloaons v w »  mMe i&m
t&ie eHBGwSliiitgfs ifSüfG adbcyuJb f> (Segfgi o&di ew&d tfasre Go#db&;%t%8di i^oap 
<8%a 4%&(% j& %&g&3' K%o*iia%& tuajbi]. Igha (lodbplLdKacw&Gt ifsxpg f&o&atG&tt ij& 
i93,#g* "g%%(#*#d5oar(& 3Lt> 3.a Ta%MB4%bw*3Ll4& iBwatdlae; tisweas SBaarb tlie
xserkaKledksHse; (%o *%cit gw&i&Be ggP'ows&isg; j&oof aTboia/b 9%) (Bkgpia fSfcwii tü%î& 
gGaimlBatioB*
AawaWig t&i8 849HsdBLaL&jga; {si^ 3:bg&j;i8& 3%; jpgcr swai&tt
(3tNp%ae*a # %%9WPGMü]li;a&' (3ÜW&3PCH&1&GWP :l&i "6&k0 (ü9i%yï&(K%{}%w;* (ifie
of 31 instil* WNSG ;;i%3ib Iia&j» t&k# (tg» iwkws cdü&ies** iRkuszre taaiS
fio (FUdLdgKiQjB %o ;3üg%&08i) %&iQlb S&üliB ifsi# oaaaSHswl %%r lüüB j&(toj:dk9%ttwal 
eWi'ktKlng (üÇyp (>f ibbe iggp&j&gLl igGKcd&jLoai iwtwsa jli) (SBWB%*g%wa 3%e<3B t&M*
4%0ai&* 3S(&&jTekl i&esHBe; jProwi gwiotk jp&JoaitKe :p%i&i9GB8 i%& (BetiaaaxUbgr 
tfsüms j&oüKi îLea lübwa Ibag*» lodT fïlKwaaifyg (y&ib jlf iWhdla iiük9(|üa%l ooi%y3LSHaa& 
c&bBceeioiiGaf snaa $i isixsgfla jgfBBG (&a%Pegr%» lüwdï iaaioagf tüba i&S%)6 
(3<M&G%l;lKy%s; jPédLaecI lacdlsr i&;%a i&ie eagiRg iW3K&qt%$& #<)tgr3bad%0ai (9twa%*6W&1b8af, 
aa%3 3WbféKM^ %a8t %P*3%e !&$ taae gweqpot j3S*9%>Glb&9 1%bw&ib ISbcka
ühK%%%a<%tkB%) WBI3 t&Kf iTGiBt&ib (3dT issi 4%GMfijG%*B5a3ü8d&aOl gf%%Bot a%aiabj&ak 
y)fg9@zt6# :
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## wag# la vaafiatioa of #i@ loaf pteap®
Wd àîmerin #@ %W.aa as'paspaifed with #@ p#*### Ke*% 
is a pi@t#s &i ,m isaf' fîpàa ttesaialeatm p#éa%i Boî S
fwm ^ tPlMPia^lifolMm m%â Sai 3$ h   ^^  6 (*a iitos® 
f y m  s w 0 # 6  %  bjrbyids feslswsën # @  #0-* .ï|
' ?a»iatiôa off iaaf feams was founS te saswp mou ôa tea ;'f%::«s*auüH& jg&euadb **o ISbualï dlli %HBW3 ]OK>i} %)o;38ül1üL<s =bo aâëgr dked%Ka*&ib9GLar -
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e83ü%entwm*ii&:@ (b) pispiasilIf^UiiBfÆi&a aaê (a) iatewadiate .|i
; b:b8twê@% the twe» Thaï# aiet#&hut&oa wae a# follëw&*# %
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awawÿüCkewiiywG* Tbtük Güwwfgt Iô8w3 %io agggaaafswii; apaOL3i%dLoi%8*)ij3@; 
l&et&fçw&B 3lGK%*f (;ha%*gHsi%)3f *%%%& tüi# $%9%'ëawik+
PLATE 1.
Seedlings of (E) L.esculentum, (?) L.pimpinellifolium,
(EP) L.esculentum x L.pimpinellifolium, and (PE) L.pimpinellifolium 
X L.esculentum showing cotyledon shapes and sizes.
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Of %pw. of haifi fowA
in  ' the 'mnm '%oypémâàom ' (jueîciill # #  folïoiiixg
# #  ###' (a) eîeW##
6 10 '##1#  wi#k a WLbo6o m m ltioeil## h##
Of 4 *  $ ooils# (b) olW ## W#A 4 # 8 0oHW (not #  lo#g
2  ^ ' ' y y \  *•■ I fas type ' (a)' ) on/ ai»ïâs basal sell# (e) short patent hair# 
£■- 4 sahsd Caefflbtiîaes Wnt into tea shape bl* a shatesrii*# 
#rooh) had (d) g£@Wn£ar hairs'with'a mulW.ooll«A@r basa.* 
à' stalk of 2 'to 3 sail# and samomtad by a tetrad' of 
itorotbïgr ^ands. In I.«plniPitt8llifoHan. ' omy tea latter 
# 0  type# are present» ' In the preatet obserrateo»# ©my 
teres type# wore distia^shed 'vit*#
•'Type 1« friOhoaea ? *  $ Oell'ed wite mhltioWllhlar 
bases (baokwill*» (#)• )
' ' '' ' . ' /. '' ' . . ' V.SloWo# Wly# W.% mo ompotW baaea 
(b) é (@) )
3$ abort hoiw of 44, 3 <koile oomomW i]y 
a te#M  of gWde*
TMo mo W  to #e  Wfiool%r of dIoMagblgAdlmg two 
%p90.of Mi#o o IW ## W # ' m oiN#0 Moai hW
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patent hiirs' s m e t W w  h m %  m m  the tip (type# (b) 
and (e) of im b& ill # e) f" iAteh ware tfaajrafow «omtinea m 
©Re» Sypa 2* te- th@'
' the abompaqylag 'taîile (fable à ) shotm .-the #W%Wgam 
of tee d iffe rm t % ##. o f hairs oWeWW 'in-'tho #av# mtraiw  
Wad' in- tee @#eWmmt,- ffalh itrttps of oj4d«sta- •mv& ' ' 
pooled "Off -#om tee petiole# of raatwfe-leetrs's' am#' were pat 
OR "a sildô in  a dfop of water» fha ■stripa of épiaewi# #ew 
00  pilaoéâ' teat the hairs lay hori#Rtal%y eh teé' Slide ted 
tee slide $W led ted ir tee mloroaeope ming a "I'W pews» 
obîtetâte.TM  différent %pm c€-hai»a oteerved w e  eonntea 
ahd tee ir peroeateg# ahWned','
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é p i û ê m ^ htit %##e fotimâ, in ^
a , m dte-mmpimeoaMo*
TWe# Of hairs
mMm,P # # # pe#<drmt
2#38 H o
%#'$? #$
W a o u l m W  K
%#34 
1#04 168
%
0## m  8 W &  M  m o 9  1 %
24 22*#
Abf*W*W#W
% #  : % hBtm.. m m  m #  t # W % .  a W # t  nelilfdll^
b #  omiy lb $ iNwgy m w #  r # m ^  %  % #
# # # # * .  j;0LmW' $ # # W  tb^W: 8ai%^ t0 va%y 1% -
Im .G#0 QG0# .#p8 %  h.oW'##e m t  .$$ l<mg a8 iwWL#'
W  lÿjÊ^  3 m M  't^0-gTbal#8 w8y« abomt tb0 8amo alAe*
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of- tee planter
la  te * fj; hybrids-te* diateihttteaa ef .hair# e# iygé#
2 ê 3" te* ®'-pàî?aa% bat tend«â ' W a r #  #a'$ par##-,
for ïyjte t îfâite.
# # # ,
Steasatel #$m» meawed imgteteeo ateag' sWatel
Opoalng* #o#d aisllar resnite la te#-## parontet lia®#*
teilo in te# !%rbri# alteoaghteey did a #  - # # w  ^ e a # y  fram, -
tet -pâÿwte te#y «telhited #<m# vafiateeB aaông’ teansslr##.
îabl« 3è- Mean àtemtW. # # #  as tt<m 20 -#te#tes, la
0iss#Cia mite) S*B,
jf'teeaiatttett C®g) 
rtpiapiaaillfoiium (Pg)
m
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J t e #
w , . -. ,t 0*m
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Stowte of tee sesdiiBW of bote #  m»H -as # #
Sf#8i|»,o«al byWda were sW led f #  tee f ir s t  34- weeks,
Weekly aeaawswéate in  height w#e asde stastteg from tee 
fewete week after tee date of sowing #d  a gie#i wee plotted 
fo r relative growte as measured i t  height, fig * 2 is  s#h  
a grate»- drowte'pattern* as #11  he «#•» in  tee grate* w# 
v # y  ite ila r  for a ll tee fear a tra te ti tee i#W.ds aeiteer 
«seadlag («oept at me point) tee te lle r i # # t  nor less 
tean tee short parent at any te#e in  heite-t* tee %hpidi 
# te '.|te te ” t^&tiiB» m  tee p is tl^ te  pw-snt showed' a s ligh tly  - 
-faster rate: of #owte tea» eiteer of tee parente -ftem after 
tee tenth week of #owi%,
tears- was tens no hot«?oteo effoet In  reapaet Oiteer 
of h e i^ t or r@lats.ta growth rate in  tee tyhrlda* ' Of tea 
reaiprooal hybrids» so fa r as height was mmmsMf. tea hybrids 
#  approaohed the ta lle r partet aorS' than its  roeiproo# ty trld  
did. However on reaohtng maturity any aigolfieim t differene#  
in  height teat ©#sted hateeea tee teeipfodal S f^efids disappeared» 
te%r were nearer to tee shorter parent# l»nim pineiiifoiiim » 
gee fable 4 and M-hte 3#
-. -'9 '-
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RELATIVE GROWTH IN H E I G H T3-5
3
2
L.p X L.c
-* L.p { setfed )
AGE ( WEEKS )
Tesfit fig* 2. ' Relative growth in 1.esculentum, 
L.pimpinellifolium and their reciprocal hybrids
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Table 4. Mean height in inohea of L.eaoulentum,L*plmplnelllfollnm and their reoiprooalhybrids at 21 weeks of age.
8.D.
S 53.60 inohea 13.19
EF 43.60 » 1 4.75
PE 44.60 » ♦ 6.U
P 44*50 " 1 5.26
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tmsL%
Fruit aiae vaa asaesaed by equatorial meaaurement 
in mm. The froita of all the five generation lines 
%rere intermediate in aiae with no aignifieant differenoea 
within the linea.
'fit f-'lktr-'li
' - A ?
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hf flva tomati» apeole^ !%rW3W$- W  # # r
par##, iàt fruit ##@i%
af#it éiasi
( D i m e W  1» m )  3
I,%eaaalhh#m 
titpihplhalllfoii#
|i»ii.iiii'jir<>>'Ti»i^ yAi'j^ ;jiil^ .|ilii«»»ii)ii
# 0 '
M * 1
# 9
â. 3 #
û 3 4,4?
1 1»# JÈ
&  lf.0%
± 2 4 %
hybrid fWLt a i# bomyer 10 défiaitely larger t b #  
% e  mean of pgKr#te (bo% erl#me#eal a #  geometÿie) m  
'.gwpved by - IRAe le abt Ih egreme# w i #
% b  W e # W  ebWaed by amreral m r W #  lA^re the friudlt 
ef # #  %  wa# fo#â #  be l##rmMiate/#th':a 4md#èy
/y.
towards the smaller fruited parent (MaoArthur 1941; Larson 
and Gurrenoe 1944) Haskell and Brown 1955)# Ho results 
indicating maternal or oytoplasmio effect was observed.
Ho measurements were made of the sugar contents of 
the fruit hut L.nimninellifoliim and the hybrid fruits 
tasted definitely sweeter than the L.e s w l m t m  fruits* 
This is explicable hy the results of Bianohi &t.el. (1953),
SeedsmWki.iiA
Seed sise measured as length and breadth showed that 
the hybrid seeds were intermediate, hut with a tendency 
toward the larger seeded L# esculentum parent as will he seen 
in the following table (Tabled)* Ho differences in t 
reciprocal hybrids were ohsez*ved*
Table 6* Beed measurements of the parents and ) Pi
Mean Mean Mean S.B.Length Breadth L/B IWlo
E 3*45 3,15 1,26 + 0,17
EP 3.24 2*24 1,47 + 0,2##w '
PE 3.11 2,16 1,45 4* 0,24
P 2.75 1»98 1*39 t 0'17
( Length and bMadth measttjîed In mm« )
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m m m
I» both M s m & m & B  Olid M t à M É S i Û - i l M à m  mitosis was
typical of my smaMe division* ITo^ iase was appmjrehtly a 
very prolonged prooesa, la the early atages of which the nuoleue 
aeemed an indefinite meshy appeafanoe* Darkly stained bodlea 
were visible scattered in the nuolene. It eodld not W  
determined whether these dark staining bodies oorreeponded 
In number to the aomatlo ohromoeomee* The pyenotlG state of 
the interphaee nuclei in vegetative eelle la also kno^ m to 
occur In the bryo#)yte Pollla 192^ )* Metaphaee
ocmaiatedj unleea the root $lpe were previously treated;, of 
a tangled mma of #romo8ome@ orientated oro#;W.0# on the 
equaterial plate. this stage the chromoaomeo were very 
con#aoted In length and It waa very difficult to make 
Individual IdentlfiGation of eaoh of the 24 ohromoaomee in 
the oomiâement. A pair of ohrtmoaomee with 
was also the longest^  was reeognisg#e. Besides this pair 
of eat^lited obrWiôeomee there were two o#er pairs of 
eliromoaomea which were longer than #ie rest. Of these
-1 -• -  ' - *- - -
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latter 4 long chromosomes in the cmplmmt one pair was 
matacentrlOÿ and the other pair had a euhmedlan eentrcmere 
(of* Aflfy 1933). The method of aWLnlng wed here me not 
vo%y eatlefaotory for detailed study of ohromoetmie morphology.
But no other better method of staining was devised.
At anaphase, diajimotlon ceotwed when 12 ohromoamee 
migrated towards each pole, on the arrive?, at which the 
individual ohromoaome lost its definite form in a prooeae oomparable 
to a reversed prophaee. Then telophase nuolel -were fomed and 
aubeequent division of the eèll Itiy two, followed tzith the formation 
of a cell imll between the Wo nuclei.
The prooeaa of mltoele we identioal In all the four 
lises Studies, via: %#mWaâMÊÊÏlm «AS tftoir
reolpTooal hybrids# Blnoe It ms not poeaible to dlatlngulah 
between the mitotlo ohrmoeomee of B.eaoul^tm and 
àiMiSBêBIfSâïi morphologically. It was not possible to 
clistisguiab. the two parestal sets In #@ hybrid* (Plate g, flgtl)
mmsis a  gpEoiiss a m  g. SH?,eass aisaios
Pollen mother cell divisions of L.esoulehtum and 
%.pimeimll,#oli# followed the geaeï-al #'oeess of a nojsaal 
diploid tomato ^ant and wore almllor to thoaq desorlbW by
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previous xforkers including J)^rg#sm (192$ ), Lindetrm md 
Kùos (1931) (1934^  193?) W  (1949).
In the very early stages, preceding aygotme, # e  
m c l a w  was made up of a dosely packed and denaqiy stain#
ch ro m on e m amaês of ohromatin, in which the individual protehOma threads 
were IndietlBguiehable. By aygotme the double strand nature
of the ehromoemee was apparent# Eaoh ehrempaomc appeared
"■{as a headed thread with dark ohrometie regione or ohromemeree 
separated by lighter aebrmatlo regions# In a ohromoamo 
these ohromomerea ooourred mainly on either eldo of the 
omtrmere and the distal part of the ohromoeme waa mainly 
aehrcmatlo# Pairing was aeen to oomenoe from these d3.atal 
aohromatlo regions (of# Brown 1949) and the ohromoemee oome 
to lie aide by slde^  ohrcmomere to ohromomere* In paohytene 
complete aynapala ooourred# In this stage the differentiated 
nature of the ohromoamea was more dletlnot and each ohromoeome 
pair oould he traoed from end to end in goad preparations#
The eonetant morphological features vlg;; the olirmatlo 
and aohromatlo differentiation of the pachytene ohromoacmea 
of the tomato were the results of the imequo?* staining 
oapaoity of the ohrmatlu, material which constitute the 
ehromcaomes# The dark staining regions were (termed **ehromatie^ ,
; ' f _ -_X\ . it
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the weak staining ones achromatic** and tho terminal 
schrommeres **telomeres" by Brown (1949).
In the nucleolar chromosome (chromosome Hos Z of 
Barton (1950) or chromosome "A" of Lesley and Lealey (1935) ) 
the short arm associated with tho nucleolus, and referred to 
m  the satellite, was entirely deep staining and the presence 
or absence of a terminal chromomero was difficult to aeceiH^in* 
following pachytenoi conoiderablo shortening of the 
chromosomes took place and the closely paired chromosomes of 
the pachytene stage were separated from each other again*
Points of contact between tho two ohromoscmes were observed 
clearly. Presumably these were chlasmata where crossing 
over between the two chromos ernes took place. On the whole , 
this was the moat difficult stage to study in the meiosis of 
the tomato* The hipest number of points of contact per 
bivalent was four, but bivalents with three chiasmata assuming 
a figure of eight configuration wore the commonest* But it 
was not until early diakenesia that chiasmatu were more easily 
recognisable* At this stage the achromatic regions were 
greatly shortened while in most bivalents the chromatic regions, 
although somewhat contracted, formed the greater part of the 
chromosome structure* Ohlasma formation was observed to take
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làaee only in the aobromatlo regions.
During the early stages of diafcenasis the majority of 
the IB bivalents appeared as rings, either tdth terminal 
ehiasmatn at both ends or terminal at one end and Interstitial 
at the other. This Interstitial ohiaema was uanally eeon 
when the aohromatio regions of the chromosomes at tliat end 
had not yet completely oontracted# With the .further contraction
of the achromatic regions the ohiasmata eeem# to be tcmlnalieW#
In those ring bivalents, one end of the ring nanally opened ont first 
80 that rod bivalents were predominant in the late dialqmesis stage 
(Flats 4, fig; 3*
Only 2 bivalents differed marlcedly from the rest. One 
was a rod bivalent whose chrmatio regions were smaller than 
any of the rest in the complement. The other was I shaped, 
the two chromatic regions forming the arms of the Y while its 
tall was formed by the paired&chrqmatic region held together 
by an interstitial ohiasma.
LThe nucleolus remained prominent till late diakÿneais 
though smetimes it was very reduced in sise, and the nucleolar 
chromosome was always associated with it. In prometaphase 
the nucleolus suddenly disappeared.
PLATE 4
4 !
% » 4M
( X 2 200 ) ( X 1920 )
r« »*r
( X1710 ) ( X1710 )
Meiosis in parental species: -
Metaphase in (fig; l) L.pimpinellifolium and (fig: 2) L.esculentum' 
Fig: 3 Diakènesis and fig. 4 InterPhafels in L.pimpinellifolium.
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Motapbase chromosomes hecame greatly contracted, thick, 
darkly stained bodies with no trace of achromatic regions left 
in them. There was no apparent differences in size among 
^h#n as they became orientated along the equatorial plate, 
Normally, in both parents, one pair of chromosomes was precocious 
in anaphase separation (Plate 4$ fig: 2). Disjunction was 
sharp and no lagging chromosomes were observed*
From late anaphase when counting the number of chromosomes 
was easiest, the chromosomes quickly passed into second meiotio 
division. Plate 4? fig: 4 is Anterphase of second meiotio 
division following which at prometaphase the chromosomes are 
orientated at random. By second metaphase the chromosomes 
came to lie at the equator. At anaphase 11 spindle formation 
was either parallel or perpendicular to each other and 12 
chromosomes separated towards each pole* At telophase, 4 
daughter nuclei were seen, and after cell wall formation a 
tetrad was formed. Soon after the release of the po&lem grains 
from the pollen mother cell, about 5 to 7 days before anthesis, 
pollen grain mitosis occurred.
Generally up to the stages of diakqnesia all the anthers 
in a bud were well synchronised in their meiotio divisions but
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later on, atagea from motaphoBe 1 to tetrada may be observed
in a single anther. îhla la probably d m  to the fact that
amoeedlng etagee of metapliaae 1 proceed rapidly giving
little chance of overlap when all the cells are at the aamè
stage of meioeis* 
eRelation of Mitotic to Maiotlo.Ohromosomes##*( IW## VII'V# \ - i m
In the differentiated pachytene chromosome complemeht 
of the tmato, the nucleolar chromosome was most easily 
recognised due to its toeing attached to the nucleolus* This 
pair of chromosomes was also recognisable in the scmatio 
complement m  it was chtracterised by the presence of a 
satellite or trabant*
There were 2 other oîiromosome pairs in the somatic 
complement which were different from the rest in virtue of 
their greater length* These chromosomes could not be related 
to those in the meiotio complement without considering it 
from two points of view*
Firstly^ according to their length they must be two of 
the first three ohromosmes in the pachytene complement# 
excluding the nucleolar or chromosome 2* Taking into account 
Barton he (1950) disoriptlons of tho individual pachytene 
chromosomes, chromosome 1 being more symmetrical than chromosome 
3 would easily correspond to the long somatic chromosome pair
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id.th a median oontromere» Ohromosome 3} having one arm 
imoh longer than the oth^ would probaW,y W  the ohromoaome 
pair with shWedlan oentromere In the aomatlo metaphase 
oomplement*
An altematlve asemptlon to the above would be that 
oiooo achromatic regions contributed little to the total 
length of the contracted ohromoeomes of metaphase (Broizn 1949), 
the longest ohromosome in the somatic plate need not toe the 
longest In the meiotle complément, Tho fcO,ly oordenscd 
mitotic ohromosomea of metaphase would therefore correspond 
only to the chromatic regions of the pachytene chromosmee# 
According to Barton*e (1950) moaeuremonte, the chromosome 
pair tzlth the longeet and nearly equal chromatic regions on 
either side of the oontromsro could be either chromosome 1 
or chromosome 5 and the pair with asymmetrical chromatio arma 
on each side of the centromere could most eaeily be ohrmoeme 10#
Pachytene Chromosomes
It was possible to identify and measure 4 pachytene 
ohrcmoaomes in each of the complements of L.^eoulentim and 
L#pimoinellifdium* Meaeuremmte were made from 10 omera
luoida drawings of each chromosome and the mean value was taken. 
Morphologically these 4 chromosomes correspond#.very closely
3T
to obaxmwasomeG 2, 5, 6 and 12 the (dbrwaoGowie 
In tomato deaoribed by Barton (1950)# From the data glvm 
in Table 7$ the following eomparisons between the ehromoaomee 
of L&a&w&kmiüw&JHd were made,
(1) Ohromoaome 2 , A differonoe of 10 jm In the total length 
of tMe ohromoeome bo Ween the two speoles Is found# But 
bile <%&Bi ipaiülo (a%wl td&e :rai%lo (sf" b(} {RC^bgrcfaatdlo siaiborleLL
are very similar# The ohromomerid pattern is apparently 
identioal* In both epeoies, tliie ohromoeome la the long 
satellited type# The satellite of this ohromosome In 
D.esonlentum is 7#02 jU in length and exceeds that In
(2) Ohromoeome ,5# This ohromosomo is very easily identified 
by its symmetrical pattern with a median centromere flanked an 
each side by nearly equal lengths of chromatic and aoliromatlc 
regions# In L#pimpinollifolitsi tills chromosome is found to. 
bo shorter by 2 n- in total length than in L#0sculontum but 
the arm ratios in both species are very similar#
(3) Ghromosome 6* This is the most easily recognisable 
chraaosomej besides the mud color one» In tlie whole complement 
because of its particular ohromomerlo pattern* This chromosome
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waa firot identified by Brown (1949)4 It baa 3 largo 
oliromatio c0.ong Ita iAo3.o lengthy one on the abort
arm and two on the long arm. Here again thla obrmoaome 
in L*oaonlentm oxoeoda that in by 9 yd;»
but the arm ratio and ohromatio / aohromatio ratio do not 
differ laetween the two .speolea#
(4) Ohrmoaome IS*, This la the amallaot chromosome in the 
oomp].em6nt^  and a alight differenoe of 1*3 jn in lengiii ia 
soên betimen the two epeoieg*
Thus ih the 4 ohromoaomes oompared above^ it ie seen 
that the cteosiosomes in L.eeonlentum are longer than the 
oorresponding ones in I,*nimpinelllfolinm$ But a@ far as
the maoroohromomerea are oonoerned the ohromoaome morphology 
between the two speoiee are aeon to be very similar *
Considering the oliromoeomes of I,«68pulentim alone, the 
present measurements do not agree very well with those made 
by Barton (1950), All the obrmosomea measured here^ except 
for'the nuclGolar ohromoeome^ are slightly smaller than the 
eori'oeponding otLromoeome lengths given by him. The 
meaeuromenta of the nucleolar chromosome, however, correepondg 
very well; but Barton used the variety, "Button^a Beat of All", 
which has a short satellited type of nucleolar chrcmoaome and
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the sise of the satellite is only 1,5 jU» The present material, 
variety "Barly Red" has a satellite sise of 7*02 pu, The aim
ratio in the erne ohromoeome obtained ty Barton is 7#1, while 
it is only 2*4 i*^ tlie present ease, and the ratio of ohromatiO'- 
aohromatio material here is 0#S to hie 0*3* Apart frm 
oiiroraosoina 2 the other ohromosomes vis: 5$ 6 and 12, thouÿi 
smaller in else, have, similar arm ratios and ohromomerie 
patterns as described by Barton (1950).
The different varieties of tomato used are to be aooonnted 
for the difforenoGS Wtireen the present measnrements of the 
ohrcmosomes and those of Barton (1950)* In fact Gk)ttsohalk 
(1951, 1954) found that the total lengths, proportional lengths 
of arms and number of maeroohromomeres were remarkably variable 
and this variation (at least in the satellite sise of 19 
different varieties of tomatoes he studied) was found even 
in cello of a single anther*
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F, Spoeiofs Hybride
<a)
la the very early stages of pollon mother oeil division 
the proqoss of molosls in the hybrids was very similar to %ie 
parents, a regular sygotene where two beaded chromosome strands 
aoma into close association lying side by side and ohromomoro 
to ohromomero followed by paehytene whioh was almost normal* 
Pairing of ohromosomes oommenoed at zygotene or that 
was the stage when pairing was first observable* In most oases 
pairing was observed to start from the distal aohromatlo 
regions moving Inwards toward the oentromere* Plate 6, 
figs: 1 & 2, show ohromosome pairing at sygoteno stage.
Pairing is still incomplète in the ohromatio regions*
Note that the ohromomere patterns of any pairing chromosomes 
are very similar* There were instances, though rare, when
pairing xfas later in the aohromatlo regions than in the
tohromatio regions^ The centromere, however, was the region 
where pairing first occurred* Within the ohromosomes of a 
cell, this centromere pairing seemed to occur at different 
rates. In Plato 6, fig; 3, oomplete pairing of pachytene 
chromosomes is shown.
PLATE 5
■1 r f A.
' î î î . V f
(X1920 ) ( X1920 )
4 m
iXé,
(X 2000 ) ( X 1920 )
Fig; 1. Somatic metaphase plate %
Pig: 2. Metaphase plate in PMC _
Fig: 3 & 4. Early and late anaphase stages in reduction 
division of F^ species hybrid.
PLATE 6
'f
( X1920) ( X 1920)
m
U
( X 1920 ) ( X 144 0 )
Prophase in PMC division of species hybrids 
Fig:8 1 & 2. Zygotene
Fig: 3. Pachytene showing normal complete synapsis 
Fig: 4. Pachytene showing regions of incomplete pairing 
(All fig:8 - X 1920 )
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The only deviation from normal prophase stages as 
deaoribed above, was detected in late sygotane and early 
pachytene stages# In parental species synapsia of gygotQne 
ohromoaomes was more or less uniform in the senae that by 
early pachytene pairing was complote in all the 12 pairs#
In the hybrids, there was apparent delay in pairing in 
some chromosomes so that even by pachytene stage regions 
of incomplete pairing were still observed (Plato 6, fig: 4)# 
Loosely paired pachytene chromosomes were also observed 
whore the two chromosomes could be easily distinguished, 
unlike ïhtt^  normal tightly paired ones*
The occurrence of one nucleolus in s was the rule 
in all tho parental species of L.esculentum and L*pjjiminGllifolium 
studied ; as well as In their reciprocal liybrids# However, 
somll numbers of pollen mother cells, about 10 20 per cent,
were often observed containing two nuclooli. Those cells 
with double nucleoli tend to group together in isolât# 
patches presumably resulting from somo local physiological 
condition#
Following pachytene, there was diplotene which %ms a 
difficult stage to study chromosome behaviour* In almost
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all oells, where the ohromoaomes imre well spread out, 12 
bivalente was the rule* Ae in the parental material,
3 ohiaemata per bivalent ocourred most frequently and
4 GM^asmata per bivalent was the highest number observed*
In eeveral oases, 4 ohromosomeo ( as many ae 2 or 3 
auoh aeaooietione per oell) were observed olooe together but 
it was unlikely that they were true quadrivalents oltliough 
the fact could not be ascertained* As seen in Plate ?,
only aohromatio regions were observed to be involved 
in the formation of ohiaamata* Figure of eight configurationd 
arc oiearly seen in the same figure.
Biak^naeis (Plate ?, figs: Z & 4) waa not different from 
a normal type* The small interstitially paired bivalent was 
still noticeable (arrow)* The nucleolar éhromëoomes were 
always found to pair interetitially on the arma othoi' than 
those attached to the nuoleolus* With the exception of one 
case, the satellite region was never aeon to form a chiaama#
In one anther however, there xmre a number of cells in which 
the satellite regions of the nucleolar chromosomes were in 
contact (Plat© 7, fig: 3 (a) & (b)) but the actual formation 
of chiaema at the point of oontact was not certain#
PLATE 7
*« ■ /. ,
( X19A0 ) ( X 2000 )
ÿgi'
a
.1
3 4 ( X 2000)
Different stages in meiosis of diploid P% hybrids;
Pig; 1, diplotenè; fig: s 2 & 4, diaWnesis in PE and EP 
hybrids respectively; fig: 3(a) and (b), points of contact 
in the short «.chromatic arm of the nucleolar chromosomes*
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was typical of any normal diploid metaphase 
(Plate 5, fig: 2 ), % e  ohromosomee of each bivalent were 
equal in aise (of laeley & laelqy 1935), though Hmphrey (1934) 
olaimed to have seen diatliiot sise differences between the 
meiotlo chromosomes of L.oseulentma and I
The su^eding stages did not show any deviation from the normal 
diploids*
(b) Irregularitiea
Meiosis in the hybrids was therefore normal In general
but in some plates irregularities were enooimtered* These 
abnormalities may be divided into two groups, one found in
BP hybrids and the other found in the reciprocal PS hybrids#
L(i) BP Hybrids Abnormalities were first observed at diak^nesls 
and were cliiefly oonoorned with ehroraosome association* This 
occurred in only one plant via: 1F52/ÔO* Although 12 bivalents 
was usual, oliromosome assooiations other 'Wian 2 wore also 
observed*
Table ( 8 ) gives the various associations enoountered*
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Table 8.
1.
2*
3*
5#
Ohromosme Assoelations at DiaWnesls
Univalents
|wWWW«‘»"'>'-r.v
a
1
4
Bivalents TCrivalonts
la
10
10 
10
Quadrivelonts
a
1
No$ of Plates observed
ki.e»wJüdwAF*!AWXf*v#'arA^
77 
14
a
I 
1
Beeidea the normal. 12 bivalent types, celle with 10 bivalenta 
and 1 quadrivalent ooonrred with the next highest frequency*
Of the latter kind of aeeooiation, types were oeen* One IdLnd 
which ooourred more frequently than tlie other was the chain type 
and the second kind %i?as X - ehaped type.
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Ohromoame distribution Wfover was normal, No invorslon 
bridges Indicative of any structural alterations in tho 
obrmosomm were observed, althou^^ laggards, oitber a lAolo 
bivalent or just a ohromoeome were quite common# This was 
expected frm the ooourrenoe of univalente at metaphase which 
normally tended to lag behind the ol^er chromosomes at Anaphaae 
separation (Darlington 1929). In late anaphase no secondary 
aacoclatione were noticed (Plate 5, fig* 4)» and in late 
telophase 4 nuclei were observed in a pollen mother ce31 with 
1 to 3 nucleoli in each mici'ospore nucleus*
(^ ) PB Dvbrlda* The irregularltlee observed In the liytwid 
PE15/60 were not iiesiailar to those found in its reciprooal 
hybrid, they xmre as follows*
(a) In metaphaae of the first division, a few chromoeomea 
were left out of the equatorial plate (Plate 8, fig* 1)* At 
anaphase these moved either along the aplndle towards each pole 
or xfere left stranded in the cytoplasm and thus lost from the 
normal oom]^cment* In one case, a block of cliromoeomes was 
seen auepended in the spindle of the tifo separating groups*
It ie quite feeeible to suggest that block probably was 
previously outside the equatorial plate at metaphase 1* 
Fresurnamy, as a consequence of this abnormality at metaphase
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a high percentage, approximately 45 per cant, of the cells In 
anaphase 1 showed 1 or 2 laggards along the Spindle* Normally 
these finally reached the poles to be included in the intorphase 
nuclei* In a few cases the distribution of chromosomes was 
somewhat unequal, e$g* there was a case where there were 11^
chromosomesand 12^ bivalents respectively at each pole#
(b) Attenuations at early first anaphase (Plate 5, fig: 3) 
and bivalents delayed in separating (Text figs 3, B). One 
such bivalent per cell was the commonest*
(c) The 12 bivalents at metaphase 1 failed to separate but 
i.;hole bivalents moved along the spindle towards each pole so 
that at the poles, although the number of chromosomes was 
normal, i.e. 6 bivalents or 12 chromosomes, there would be 
duplication of some chromosomes and reduction of others at 
either pole. Plate 8, figs: 2 & 3 show movement of whole 
bivalents towards each pole and fig; 4 of the same plate shows 
a cell with 6 bivalents at each pole#
(d) At second metaphase the chromatids lay loosely along the 
equatorial plate.
(e) Laggards were very common in anaphase 11, the highest 
number per spindle being five (Text fig: 3, 0 & D). The 
chromosomes either reached the pole or were left excluded 
from the telophase nuclei and were finally lost in the
4Q
Text fig: 3. Irregularities in PE hybrids:- A. Metaphase 
plate in which there seemed to he one association of four 
chromosomes; B- Attenuations of separating chromosomes at 
anaphase 1; C & D. Laggards on the spindles at anaphase 11.
PLATE 8
C X2 000 )
A  ^  ..-fc
( X 2000 )
*
“ ff e
( X 2000 )
j Jil'Â V .
■0‘T
( X 2000 )
Irregularities in meiosis in FI species hybrids;
Pig;l, a few chromosomes left outside the metaphase plate 
Fig;2 & 3, movement of whole bivalents towards the poles at 
anaphase
Fig;4» six bivalents at each pole at late anaphase
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oytoÿlaam* lagga^ d^e either? la t&ie aplndle
or aomotlmea la the oytopilaem when their ohanoee of reaching
the tolophaee miolel were remote.
(f) In very few oelle, leee than 1 per oent^ failwe of 
aeparation of ohromatide at anaphaee 11 oeohrred ^ and # e  
o^ i^Tomatide lay eoattOred in the oytoplaem. The final fate 
of such colls OQiLld not be aeoertalned,
Irreapectlvo of such irregularities as mentioned above 
the pollen mother colls at tetrad stage contained 4 microsporo 
nuclei # which however * varied in elm. This variation in 
siae of the mierospores was probably related to chromosome 
numbers in them# The considerable differences In si%e of 
the nuclei at telophase stage were indicative of the irregular 
chromosome number contained in each nucleus.
Attenuated Chromosomes
0The attenuated chromomes were observed in almost all the 
anaphase separations of chromoames in tho hybrids and 
occasionally one or two bivalents were delayed in disjunction. 
According to ïïpcott (193 f?) tomato is one of the species in which 
complete terminallsation of ohlasmata at metaphase takes place. 
In chromosmes with completely terminalIsed ehiasmata^ anaphase 
separation should be sharp and clear (Darlington 1937).
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In the presmt case the failure of sharp segregation of 
ohromosmes at anaphase was proaumably boQuaso of the preeonoe of 
Interstitial ohlasmata still at metaphase a tags* In the
parental epeeles the terminalleatlon ooefflelent was lower than 
has been reoorded by moat previous workers (Table 9)# and in 
the ny hybrids the tormlnallaatlon coefficient was even lower^
Aflfy (1933) and Brown (1949) did not find complete teminaliaation 
of ojilamata in the metaphase qhromoaornes. They also found 
that the preaenoo of interstitial ohiaemata at metaphase had 
delayed the separation of oertaj.n bivalonta# Beasley (1943) 
elaimed that previous workers (names not mentioned) had meumed 
that the large number of attenuated chromos mee in oertain 
hybride oould be a phyaiologioal offeet resulting from 
Iwbrldieation. But he found thle to be untrue In OoaevniumV #a*KAWû,mù.üi#fin#mfmnf mm^-9
hybrids for here the ohromoeomee failed to beoome attenuated in 
the polyp#lolde produood from the hybrids# Similarly the 
induced polyploide of tlie tomato hybrids in the present 
exporiment did not show UMy attenuati.on of ohromoaomea in oarly 
anaphase. These observations auggeat therefore^ that attenuation
is due to an Impairment of the prooesa of pairing for 
oQoura in diploid hybrids but not in tetraploid derivatives 
of 8uoh hybride where each ohromoeome has its homologue preeent,
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Greatly attenuated ohrosiosomes also ooourred In meiosis 
of male ooekroaôhes dmrlng the stage known as (^pyeHnetaphaae 
etretoh" (John and Lewie 1997)# But it différa from the 
anaphaee attenuation of ohrcmoemea in that it oooura immediately
following pachytene and it does not result in complete separation 
of the homologues as reoontraction of the ohromosmes takes 
place to form a metaphase plate#
Ohlasmata freauenoy
The olilasmata frequency values as well as the termlnalisation 
coefficients obtained from L.esoulentm^ L#pimplnelllfollm 
and their reoiprooal hybrids were tabulated and compared with 
those obtained by other workers (Table 9)#
The value of tho chiasmata frequency and coefficient of 
terminalisàtlon in both parental species were very similar#
The terminaliaation coefficient values were found to be lower 
than the other workers' values# In spite of the similar degree 
of pairing in iiie two parental species studied» the hybrids 
showed a lower chiasma. frequency than the parents* When 
the two reciprocal hybrids were considered^ the values of 
chiasmata per bivalent and the termlnalisation coefficients 
were remarkably similar# Variation of chiasmata frequency
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Table 9. Mean chiasmata Frequeney and Temlmllsatlon Ooêffioient in species and %  hybrids
Bpeoies Ohiaemata frequenoy. per bivalent
eosffioientofïas»in5,fialisatl£iB Reference
L,08ùulentum 1*66 éojBplete Upoott 1935
1*30 0,87 Afify 1933
H 1*35 0.70 Brown 1949
1 n 1*47 0.65 Authcxr 1
L A pimpinellifolium
i?p
1*49 0.60 
rt gK
n 1
ÏÎ 11 «Lv,r
1 m 1*33
y*
0*5S » I
1 L.raoemigbnm 
1 L.eaoule## %
1.30 0*86 Afifjr 1933 1
II 11 L.racemlgn#
1
1.30 0*86
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C H I A S M A T A  F R E Q U E N C Y  PER BIVALENT IN PA REN TA.  
S P E C I E S  AND  F^  H Y B R ID S
P a r e n t s
uj 20
"F. h y b r i d s
TS  12 K  K  V8 l b  12 "
C H I A S M A T A  PER B IV A L E N T
16 IS
Text fig: 4* Distribution of chiasmata frequency 
per bivalent in L.esculentum (e ), L.pimpinellifolium 
(P) and their reciprocal hybrids EP and PE.
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within the hybride was less than within the parental 
BpeoieBè Although the range of variation in chiasraata 
frequency in the hybrids was the same, the distribution 
within hybrids was very different (Text fig%4)# In 
the hybrid PE the distribution is normal but that in 
the reoiprooal hybrid EP has a negative skewness#
It is Icnown in rye» an inbred speoies» that ohiasmata 
frequency values for the B‘10 of the different inbred lines 
transcend those of the parental lines (Rees 1955)* In 
the present case? the hybrids did not show any heterosis in 
the ohiasmata frequency values but exceeded the parents 
in the fact that they showed less variation in the 
distribution of chiasmata frequency#
Terminalisation of Chiasmata
According to Darlington (1937)t terminalisation of 
chiasmata in the chromosomes at metaphase is caused by the 
distal movement of the interstitial chiasmata# This 
movement is said to be caused by the Increasing force of 
repulsion between the two separating centromeres of the 
paired chromosomes#
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Thus it is usually in the shorter ohromosomes that terminalisation 
is completed first.#
In the tomato, chiasmata formation is localised in the 
aohromai?ic regions of the differentiated prophas© chromosomes 
as observed in the PMO divisions (of# Brown 19491 Lesley and 
Lesley 1935I Barton 1951)* Up to the stage of diakenesi© 
the interstitial chiasmata could still be seen in the partly 
contracted achromatic regions of the chromosomes# At 
metaphase the achromatic material had greatly contracted so 
that only the deep staining regions of the ohromosomes were 
visible. These achromatic regions contributed little to the 
total length of the metaphase chromesomes, Oonsiderationc 
of these points make it difficult to assume that in the tomato 
terminalisation of chiasmata resulted from the outward movement 
of interstitial chiasmata formed at random along the length of 
the chromosome. It seemed more plausible that terminalisation 
was brought about by the pushing in of the chiasmata along the 
chromosome caused by the contraction of the. achromatic 
distal regions since the chiasmata presumably werqbtable in 
their position# finally at metaphase when achromatic material 
had contracted more or less completely» the chiasmata pushed 
along the chromosome would be at the and of the chromatic
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regions and would appear terminal* Tho whole prooese oould 
be diagrammatioally represented as in Te%rb fig; 5*
Text fig: 5* Diagrammatic representation of assumedchiasmata tormlnaliaatlon in the differentiated ohromosomes of the tomato*
It could be argued that terminal!sation in the usual way 
occurred before the complote contraction of the aohroiBatio regions 
in the chromosomoa* In that case there would be a stage somewhere 
between dlak^nesls and metaphase when the chromosomes still had 
chromatic and achromatic regions and the bivalents appeared aa 
rings with the ac^womatic arms at the point of contact, Such 
a stage has not been come across* Ring bivalents mmetlmos 
had interstitial chiasmata and sometimes terminal but the 
chrmosomes in the bivalents were then completely deep staining.
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(1933) end Byoim (1949) did not oWorvo oomplete 
termlnalieatlon at metaphago* They obsorved latoratitial
ohlasmata still at motephaso# If temlna^lsatlon of ahlasmata
ooourred by their distal movement along the length of the 
chromosome temlnalleatlon should bo complete iA%other the 
aehromatlo regions had completely contracted or not#
There la not enough evidence at p%*esent to prove that 
termlnallsatlon of chiasmata le brought about the contraction 
of the achromatic regions rather than by the distal movement 
of the Interstitial chiasmata# It would» homver» be very 
Interesting to aee If t W  ueual rule of ehlaemata termlnalleatlon 
Is applicable to the differentiated chromosomes of the tomato
Pollen Grains
The percentage of good pollen was estimated by counting 
the number of pollen grains etalnable in acetO'*"Carmlne,
parenta]. line had 10 per cent more 
abortive pollen grelm than the L#pimninelllfolium apeclee.
The range of pollen viability %d.thln plants wae also id.der In 
the case of -Uie former# The hybrids also showed a id.de range 
of pollen fertility T:lthln themselves» id.th the highest value
RegaraïAg tho elaarn of pollên g^alas» aa moaem^od dimeter 
iwl80, tdba ]pa3?Gi%txal *3tgpa:liï8 WN&%N3 Trexegr Biuw&bi ciljUkx; iae tdL]Ll b<3 
aeea la Table 10* At leaa* 2gO pollen grolm -.wre o o m W  
in eaeh plant for aeaesaing the mem vciLne of good pollen 
graine end 20 pollen grains In eaob plant for the dine* 
meaenrmente* Hnmphrey (193^) deaoribed dlfferenoea in 
giao t»twean the' k.eggulmtm and I^.p a^plaolllfoliVia pollen 
graine being larger in the former than in the latter* Tble 
may be due to the different varieties of material being need*
Table 10# Mean diameter and percentage etalnabillty (in aeetoM^armine) of pollen graine»
1 Ko# of Pollen Peroentageplanta from t^ iioh graindiameter etainability 8$D# of pollen a.D,the mean ie W m n (unite)
~ Hli' jî ■*. L #.
graim -1
I,»esoulentnm 4 9.6g 87.30 i 5.98
Ltplmplnellifollnm 4; 9.40 Z 1*59 97.64 t 2.09:
IP 12 10.15 f 0#94 89,85 + 5.4
m  18 10. 3 0#^4 91.44 t 4.09
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S ^ ^ X M t J S l â È ^ ^ W M â '
în order to obtain aomo indication of the fertility
of the planta* the nmber of seed aet per fruit %7ae etudied
instead of the number of fruite get per plant* The reason
for doing this ifaa beoanee flower bude wore romoved from the
plants for oytologioal pnrpoeoa and therefore the number of
fruits set would not be true Index of fertility of the plmite#
Table 11# Moan number of seed set per fruit per truB8 for the first three trussoe
pm
1st '& U 3 Soa; awvii^ S 8 .If,
63*7
42,6
53,6
54,2
+10.07 
+ 9,19 
±11.65
2nd Tri^a * of seeds 8.D#
74*03
46* 0 
66. 1 
73* 3
1 12*31 
± 9*95
*68
3rd Trusa Ko#of aeoda 8.D*
74.2
53.3 
73.6 
77.1
, +7,87 
+4*95 
+15,96
+10.75
In P and E eaoh mean waa based on 4 plants* In .PE and &P 
eaoh mean ima baaed on 18 and 12 plants reopeotlvely#
I^*Goôulentim parent ifos seen to possess the oapaoity 
to produce greater number of seeds per fruit than
âiSEtiBSlli£o2â3E ® â  tke raolpyooal hybrids vsbvb almost 
the same in the produatim of seeda per fruit* It was noted
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that although L.vImpine11ifolium had higher good pollen 
grain paroentage than L.esoulentum it had a smaller number 
of seeds per fruit* The fruits of L# pimmnelllfolium were 
much smaller than those of L»esculentum and presumably the 
sxàe of fruit determined the number of ovules contained in 
it* Hence the smaller number of seed set par fruit in the 
smaller fruited L pimpine 1X if ol ium *
Seed set per fruit within trusses inter#- and inÿra-plants 
however g were not significantly different*
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CObOHXOlKE IKDUOm m m O I B B
The effects of the treatment were first observed In the 
very early stages of germination when the hypoeotyl became 
swollen and stunted* The cotyledons were also affected*
Right up to the stage when they dropped off, except in 3 plants 
to he mentioned later, they never enlarged beyond lorn in 
length but remained as thin narrow ribbons, The swollen 
hypocotyl rotted away when the seedlings were transplanted* 
Later roots grew from the region immediately below the 
cotyledons, The first one or two true loaves were simple 
leaves and were distorted.
Of the TO per cent of hybrid seedlings which survived 
the treatment all were affected. Orioe the seedlings were 
established in the soil growth was quite normal though not 
as speedy as the untreated normal diploids. None of the 
treated seedlings of L.esoulonturn and L.pimplne11ifolium 
species survived*
The affected seedlings were numbered as follows:
EPg/Oj^  (7 plants) for EP hybrids
P%/0% - PEg/C<| (7 plants) for PÉ hybrids
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Of these 3,4 seedlings raised, three vis: EP^ /Or^  H3^/0^ 
m û  PSy/O^ went blind in growth after the émorgetice of 1 or 2 
true leaves* Only the cotÿledona enlarged, became succulent 
and the axial growth ceased totally* After 3 few weeks they 
died. It is now regretted that their somatic otoomosme 
numbers had not been examined* It might have provided Information 
as to whether this blind effect was just a result of colchicine 
treatment or the effect of tpor W.gh a ixLoidy level*
In the early stages of growth, leaves wore thicker and 
coarser in texture and darker green in colour than In the 
diploid hybrids* The cotyledons remained as they first 
merged from the seed coat* Internodes wore shorter and 
the stem thicker* The appearance on the whole was much more 
vigorous then the diploids, though much slower in grmth than 
the latter* Between the two reciprocal hybrids of EP and PI, 
the latter grew much slower than the former.
There were three plants, EF^/C^ which
looked different from the rest, and were suspected to be of
a higher ploidy than 4%# Ohromosome counts proved them to
be octoploida*
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Thÿeâ grades of modifloation 1# morphological 
ohareoterletd.ee were dleeernahle among the eight Induced 
tetraploMe* Plve plante^ EI^O).ÿ
and HS^y were typ^<5;al of all tetraplolde, showing vigour 
In habit# étme^ leaves and fLowera* j&H tended to have 
leavea aimller to ifhlle ooeaelonal plmplnelllfollw
like leaves appeared In erne plants# eapeolally later In the 
life of- the plants# Sterna# petiol#» And lea## were mostly 
covered witii abort glandular hair a# land) slender trlchmee 
iaolated herô and there* %e whole plant body# aa a rmult# 
m e  atlWiÿ' to'the touch#
Tw) otfter planta via: #%/0g and had cur3y rugose
leave# iMch were thickened aM Irregular and dark green In 
Colour# Slender epidemal halra were seldom seen# The 
leaves reeembled those of octoploida rather than those of 
tetra]^ plde*
fittâlljr, tàsre m $  o m  lÆaat, mPg/% (Plata ^Xl) ) ^iAm 
had e#culentum-llke leaves but were larger and more auoculcnt 
and wgoçé# The whole plant m u  much more etmted than the 
other tetraploids#
PLATE 9
Two tetraploid hybrids of different habits
1.EPg/Cg
2. PE6/C5
(See text for an explanation)
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One poculier featuro noticed in all these tetraploida was 
the appearance of thin, green, pointed struotares on the stem# 
Judging by their position on the stem, which was half way up 
the internode and usually appearing first on the 5th or 6th 
internode, they were believed to be modified trusses* In 
most plants these structures wore observed at least at the 
position where the first inflorosconce ought to be# In somo 
plants however, they ocourred more than onoe# Besides theao 
structures, normal trusses occurred which set normal fi^ ult#
In the plant however, most inflorescences did not
develop properly, and those few which did develop to maturity 
merely dropped off from the joint of the pedicel x-rltliout 
setting frhlt#
S m i & a M y ^ L j â & S l E M B
When selfed, the tein^aplolds readily set fruit containing
viable seeds* Artificial crosses between diploids and 
tetraplolds however were very difficult# Thirty three crosses# 
diploid X tetraploid I, were made out of which 24 were successful 
to the point of setting fruit* Ten reciprocal crosses were 
also made and all set fruit# With the exception of 5 of the 
total of 43» )^ one of the fruits contained seeds.
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Those 5 fruits# 3 from the totraploid % diploid and 2 from 
the diploid x tetraploid qrossos contained one well formed 
seed each# It has not been possible to see if these $##d# 
were the result of actual fertilisation or parthenogenio 
development of the embryo, The diploid plants need for 
crossing were retbher parental or ^,bs*
The slaves of fruit thus developed were of the average 
si%e of fruits borne on the pistillate perohts# e#g* tetraploid 
z diploid fruits were no different in sise from the tetraploid fruits 
and diploid z tetraploid fruits the same as diploid fruits*
Diffioulty in effecting fertilisation between diploids 
and tetraploids in tomatoes had been encountered by earlier 
workers as well* The degree of difficulty ranged from complete 
sterility in reciprocal crosses (Lindstrom and Hum%±irey 1933) 
to partial sterility (j/rgensen 1928# Lesley and Lealoy 1928#
1930)* In the latter case, though fruits set readily# only 
very occasional viable seeds were contained in them* Lesley 
and Lesley (1930) were able to obtain a triploid from such a 
cross, j/rgensen observed similar results in Solanum 4% X 2% 
Crosses* Hpcott (1939) was able to get a few plants raised 
from the seeds obtained by crossing tetraploid Primula kewensia 
with diploid PifloMbunda These plants however were all
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tetrapioids and m  trlpioids ocourrad* This she a t W W W  
to the âéiidn of tmredùoeà gametàà*
■ In tHe preaênoe oaae it is quite oWioua that thé' pollen# 
though not effeotive in fertilising the ovules i at least 
stimulates the qerpellàry wall to Eos toff (1939)
Ohaefved ai#llar phinoménon in his %  'hybridé of Meotlana ; 
glauah ^  Mejmgadofffii. An amphidiploid was pfoduaeoi from 
à baoWross of thie'l^ a p W e e  hybridr to m.Lahgééofffij #l6h 
he a t # i W W  to p#thenogeWLo d##lop##t'of' an # #  Oe# in 
#ioh fèduotlo» division failed to ooow#! atimuiated ty the 
K#Mng#of#Pii pAUen tube# W a W w  (1992) after studying 
oroéé# between vulgepg ( W  x ( W
dieousaed the relatibna between W o é p e m #  mbryb and mother 
plant tiaane ae 'Wll as be#een pollen tube 'mâ atylar tissue 
which might all affeet thé sterility and inviabili# of thé 
hybride. #rink and Cooper (Ï947) also extensively reviewed 
various degreea of abnonaallties in emhgyo and endosperm 
development following ineompatibie eroaaeS in'aévèfal gçà#rm.
The present failure of seed development in diploid x 
tetraploid and reciprocal crosses is likely to be the result 
of either inhibition of pollen tube growth in the stylar 
tissue or the failure of fusion of gametes.
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Mâioiis' m  reduction division mB s W W  In the IW# 
of the foiioidjig plants ^ B P ^ % i  BF^06 u'ftd
PG^Og# As the prooass of division in those planta woo more 
or lOGS the some# the deaoriptio# g^v# below qovoro all the 
planta oonoernod#
f m m  preeygotme é^gèê little could be interpreted 
about the Mmvlow of %e obromoaoma* By eygoWa# individual 
atranda of ehromw## oould be made out and at ayw#is two by 
W  pairing waa observed# Farmymp## pairing of 4 
ohromwome# at one time was hardly mm* %  pachytene# the 
paraaynaptle pairing of two strands at a time wae still 
maintained# Bometimee the ehromoeeme0 %^ ro lying aide hy 
aide but with m  assooiation of any IdLnd #m# and
very often the "kw paired ohrmoeomee were well separated#
But this did not mean that no aeeooiutlone existed at all
Secondarybe W e n  e«y two paired pachytene ohromoemee# / Ohrmoeome 
aeaooiatione of the following Mod imre enoomtored in 
never ol celle at pachytene#
pairs of(a) % e  two pairqd paehytene ohromoeomeo ley side hy aide 
0,th only the telômeree ettaohed# TM.e oeourred i(Ulte 
frequently#
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of # #  chromoiomo Img## 1,0* # e  achromatic 
régions were attechti but, the middle^ portion free*
' cKrûmpsomes '(c) A ll # 0  4 # # # # ; were a tW W  at the centromere W t the 
arms were free end paired two. by two* In about 14 per cent 
of the Ceils at leaet one such ae.#ooia##%#:A## (Plate ip ,
Text fig & )# In u m e  caeee attaobment or palring- 
oaeurred in an aohromatio reborn other than the centromere* '
y V Chromosomes \W) Pairing of the a # m #  at -just onq end# the rmaining 
3, # g W  lyipg fr#. ,
(o) Aesoclatlonp involving, all. 4 etrmdr of .qhrowaom# (Plate-io, 
fig: g#3 & 4t figs 6, b|C è d)# but it #ae noted that 
pairing waa only- between W  ahr.omoaomeO at a time# -tKromosome . , >(f) 1Bk>ur atrand aasooiation of an aimoat omplete nature 
(plate fig; 1 (arrow) )# This kind of aeeooiation waa 
very rarely seen and the hl^eet nmber of euoh an aeeooiatlon
seen per oéli m B  #o,
(g) Sometimes the two paohytme chrcmoaomoe were intertwined.
Vary ieldom incomplete pairing m e  observed between the
two ohromeaomee of a paohytene pair* '
Four Cbromoeomee were aaeoeiated with the tetraploid 
nuoleolua* Pollen mother eella .with both one nuoleoXuê and 
two nuoleoli were observed, the former being moat ommon* when
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Text fig; 6. Photodrawings of the same chromosomes 
in Plate 10.
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letter It did w  in IgolqtGd ^ol&pa# :Ih oae
# a%ÿLeoll wi*e oWoivW in dnt'»Â
lA dlÿiotma# mt%ltlv@le%t weoialQtlow of 
v#a @#armt. Ibo hi^ieat amboa? of cWombsomW lavolv^
111 m  a^adôlütloà m 0  foizr and the awbar of qiWrlv^aata 
poi'' ëall a^ anged fnom g to tha moda baing 9# In only 
one oeil wae a b#GiVal#t oeen# %be@è olwmoeome aeeoolatlo# 
were In o h m m  or rlnga* (Plate iOy flge: 2|3,â 4)# IklValmto 
m d  nnivalOhte %#o alao aeon#
Following dtploténe# tliere w e  dlakmealm ihere qimdrlvalent» 
t)ere % w t  dletlnot» 4t #le otege # e  hl^eet n mWyD of anoh 
aaaoQiatlone observed was B m n  tWy oQOWWed in abomt g par 
eent of tte dolie* T W  qWrlvalmte etim m l a W n e d  W l y  
M n g  or oholn aeeoolatlonO; the latW* being more fy$qnent»
At mêtnpbaeo mlv^onts^ blvalmte^ W.valents and 
tetrovalenta were aeon in @11 tl%e Wubor of onlvalente
varying from one to four# It woe not poealble to out In 
all % e  dello# wbotber # e  number of mlvalmik; oiorreeponded 
to the nmber of trlvelmta In o ceil^dw to tbe overlapping 
of bbrmosmes In a plete# But In tboae oello whore the 
ohromoeomOe were well epread out the number of nnlvalOnte and 
trivalents oorreeponded well.
PLATE 10
w -
m .
m m
Pachytene chromosomes association:^ in amphidiploids 
(AU f i g : s - x l 9 2 0  )
PLATE 11
B hm
m
m I
( X U O O  ) •
( X ca.l200 )
( X 1200 ) ( X ca.l200 )
Meiosis in tetraploid Pi hybrids. Pig: 1, pachytene 
stage showing one 4 - strand association of chromosomes(arrow^; 
fig:s 2, 3, and 4 > early diak^nesis stages showing hi -, tri -, 
and quadrivalent associations of the chromosomes.
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At this Otage# the ambor of quadriv&lentô per
ôelZ w o  3# and % #  # j orl^ of tl%e oelle had either a , 
quadrivalent or nope# h w M e o  blvalm#.* Text fig* 7, (1) ahou# 
a metaphaao p3late wi#i three quMrivaleuta# One or two 
predoeiom pairs were always away from the equatori,ajL plate 
at oarly auaphaae*
At ahaphaae 1, the of oella showed regular
diejwotion i»e* %mifo% distribution of %4 (^pomoaqmea towarda 
each jpolo* Qooaalohal dlo3#otlon of 2g and 23 ohromoamea 
w o  Also obeorved# while ,1% some cells a few qhrtmoaomea were 
left outàlde the àplry^ le aCattered in the oytopWm# fheae 
ôhrtmoâômes' eoizld not possibly reach tE%e poles lu time for 
the ' formation of .Intorphaâe nuèlèi W t  even If they had the 
ohmieee of forming Interphaeo nudei each containing 24 
chromosomes were remote# Interphaee followed the first 
anaphaee rapidly# ,
In the second metaphase stage 2 equatorial were
fomod normally althou^ % e  number of ohromosqmas at each 
plate v m  not always 24 as it should be. Table 12 ahow the 
distribution of cliromoamee on each plate at Metaphaee # #
Over 30 per cent of the 'cells at this stage showed one or more 
chrmoaomos orientated from one or both of the metaphaae
12
plâtea# Occasionally only a single obromatM v m  soattored 
#lle Its sister cbromaW waa normliy included in the
Qhrmosomo distribution at Motaphase 11 In mphldiplplda*
% m o  12.
Ohrmoaome distribution at
1st equatorial plata y I .# ;.#*i,i #*ii, unr'?*»in#w.wppjiéquatorial plate | qbsarvad
No A of I Foroantaga
ofïotal
24 ' ' ■' '-■ ' 24- ■ ' 2 3 58.3
gg: 23 - ■ ' ■ '1 ■ ' 2 / :“ 4.17
26 - - , 22 : 3 6.25
24 ■ i 23 4- (1) . ■ .' 1 . ■ ? 14.58
24.- •■ ■ 22&*(i): ' ! . 1 2.08
23 + (3.) 23 +'(l) 1 ^ 6.25
22 * ‘ (2)  ^ 22 + (2) ' :■ r  1 2.08
22 + (2) 23&' f  (i)  ^ [■ 1 2,03
23 t (1) 19 * i§) I 2 4.16
flw ntmtbora in braokats showod the number of chromosomes 
. away from #$ plate, either eoattered or in a group*
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Five ébromosomcs was the largest nmber of deviatiooa 
obearyed from the normal distribution#' Text figi 7, ^ B)
showed the various kinds of abnormal,iMes observed from the 
etagee of first anaphase to telophase*
Normally at 2nd mete|haso, the soattered ohremoaomea 
were on the spindle but outside the equatorial plate,' whepsae 
in anaphase Ï and IX they were found lagging on the àplndXe 
between the separating 'groups# Quite often [they lay away "
wer ealtogether from the spindle and/ scattered in the oytoplaam# 
After the Irregular distribution of chromosomes at - 
metaphase 11#: abnormalitlee were observed as e^^eoted at 
seaond anaphase disjunction. 56*9 per cent of the Côlla 
ahoifod normal diejunotion, *leh jmt 1*4 per cent short 
of the normal equatorial plates formed at metaphase II.
But this difference was not eignifloant in view of the 
number of cells examined, fable 13 shows the chromosome 
distributions at second anaphase of the amphidiploids#
Besides cells With normal chromosome distribution, there 
were cells where ehromcsomes separated normally as far as 
the number was conoerned but at one pole only# Failure 
of dusjunotion at one plate or both plates were also seen 
and in the latter ease, the ohromosomes t w o  greatly scattered
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/ 2
7 8
Text fig; 7» Meiosis in tetraploid hybrids; - 1. Normal metaphase 
plate with 3 quadrivalents; 2. Three chromosomes left outside the 
spindle at 1st anaphase ; 3. Unequal distribution of chromosomes at 1st 
anaphase with 23 and 25 chromosomes at each pole; 4. Laggards at 2nd 
anaphase; 6 & 7, Chromosomes scattered in the cytoplasm; 5^ five 
chromosome groups and 8, three chromosome groups at late/anaphase.
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la tJiai cytoplasia» Tiwlr fiaal fate vas not kaoas. Diaâs#
Iwhioli will ha aieationaS Xaiar., were the reewlte of fallmro of
e. .dlejmetloo at both mj^taphaso platw# a W  W & #  ftoultod 
from # 6  failure of one eplndle fomatlm or the fualoii of 
two epihdlee ât one p<^e#
faible 13 • ChÿoaiQSÇAe âlatriba^ona at Ana#iaae 11 in tetraploid dpaoias hybrida. 76
Ohrcmoeomoa dlstrlhutioia on
1st BpindÜo 2nd Spindle Polel -folêg'' Pole&-'P(&eV
. - No:of ooll#^ .• 'ofeertOd
PeromtagéofTotal
24 24 24 '24 H*9 1 #6.86
84 ' ' 2g ' ' 23' i 1.96
 ^' 84 
24
24
24
'.23' , ' 23*
... .<• 22 22
t ' 1
1 j
1.96
1.96
22 22 22 22 i 1 1.96
'24  ^ 24 ' 24 ' '22. 1 1.96
24 22 22 28 i' ’ 1.96
23 2) ' 21 23 1 1 1.96
2* 24 23 .23 1 1*96
24 24 46 t (2) X 1.#
23 2S No opindlo formaMm 1 1.96
4B 4E^ ÿailur# of 2nd diajmotion $ 5*83
.
(ooattorW) iToilnre of bdtlidiajmotiom 4 7.84
24 fSXL %o laggarda In W W 3@n 1 , ,1*96
Ohtomoâomo nnmWr in eaoh group not ooimtableii 
1 laggaW in i opindléj 4 i%% %o other 1 1.96
1 laggard in oaah' aplndla • • ' ■ X . . 1.96
1 2 l&ggW#. in. #aôb opinai# X 1.96 1
1 h ’xeJLQiTOse %%uojL63, ou-D '4 onromoooüW0 " ’.1 . 1.96
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At'late 4 mioroopore nuolêi were
normally abnormalities were not infrequent» Threa
and two mlormpore nuoloi^  the fome%* of varying ei^ ee, 
ifore also ee^ n* Sometim# al^oUgh 4 nuolei wre present 
at telopEiaeoy one of thme dieintegraW (Text 8, * ) 
fai:li%ig to form a nuca.ene* The follmd.ng types of 
mlorosporeh were aom at tetrad a tags.
(a) N03ÀW. appearing tetirads
(b) Triade #* containing i^ iree iK<»pdâpore8 nearly uniform; 
two normal looking mleroeporee ifith one dwa%*f; and one 
normal looking and tzfo dwarf mioroèporee or W  normal 
looMng aM one giant siicrooporea# ^
(o) Diade imually of two equal^  larger than nomal mloroeporea#
(d) Aberrant tetrads containing 3 aomal Iqoldng mioroeporea
W.th one dwarf or W o  normai. looking and W o  dwarf mloToaporee,
(e) Pehtade containing 4 normal md one dwarf mieronporee;
3 normal looking and 3 dwarf mlorqaporen#
Text flg t 8 ehowe a ll these different klnda of tetrad 
formations*
In erne celle at late eeoond maphaee^ one of the 4 grei%# 
of celle at each pole divided again end tMa fix%ally led to 
the formation of pmtada containing 3 normal and 2 dwarf 
mioroaporee in it*
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lO II 20 <•
Text fig; 8. Abnormalities in the formation of microspores in the 
tetraploid species hybrid.
1 & 2, fusion of two microspore nuclei which will result in the 
formation of triads; 3, two telophase nuclei which will result in 
a diad; disintegration of one of the 4 microspore nuclei; 5? a 
normal tetrad containing four microspores; 6, 7> 8, 10 and 11, 
dwarf microspores in pollen mother cells; a triad; 12, a diad.
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fhssé miorosporêi tisùally lacked a nùoleus,
#L()U0% acmctlmoe a trace of dark mterisl In ea# vas observed,
M â m M â M
Despite tho aWornalltlee at various stages of melosls 
mentioned above#, the percentage of gcW pollen was bl|^# 
the average being 84*4 per Cent. %ora vas no doubt that 
theee pollen grains were not all cbromosmally balanced ^
It ims desired to etady meloals in autototrapOLoldG for 
Comparison with meiocia in ampbidlploldc* l&fortmatoly 
the aeeda of the parental l^esoulentm and l.-pimpinslXitoIiui 
did not survive the colchicine treatment* %  decapitation 
method# Z tetraploid plante of l.esculmtm variety "KoWlne 
Bed** m m  produced at the Scottish RortlCultnral Research 
Institute* The writer is very grateful to Dr* Haskell for 
letting her use m m  of the flower buds from these planta 
for ontological work. It was not possible to study meiotlc 
stages succeeding pachytene d m  to scarcity of material*
In {%rgotenog there ve@ tro strand pairing Cf chromosomes 
and then the paired chromosomes either lay scattered about or 
came together to He side by sidS* Very seldom 4 ntrand
PLATË 12
Pachytene chromosome complements in autotetraploid,
showing some associations of four chromosomes.
( Both fig:s -  x1920 )
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ftaiïiilg waa saen W  É# aueh caasa aasaeiatiiona wsp# séea to 
oootir only in regiom#
Beh#vlo# of #iG paobytene (^ h^ omoamea waa ve%y aimilar 
•'to that of the #womoBomea in alloteWploWa at the am# 
mtaga, fwanty. four ohmomosome palra ware aoen at thin otage 
and two paira of hmologons ohf#oao»aa with tholr oentpomeyemckrornosoTKieattoohod m m  frequently m m *  foni^  # # W  pairing waa
oooasionali in whloh pairing took place between achromatio 
rogiona as well as at the eentromere but not IneWlng the 
ohromatio regions# the highest number of 4 association
seen in each oell was but such pairing #rou#out the
length of the chromosomes was nmrer obsorrod#
aPlate 31 a shows two R#s of the amtothtraploM at 
pachytene stage of reduction division*
Among the colçhloini induced polyploids of tomato speoies 
hybrids I 3 were found to be octoploids* She remaining 8 
plants were tetr.a|4lide* these 3 octoploids were EPyDv# 
fSg/Cj^  and
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Bom morphological changes mccmpaniW the incroaso in 
chromoacme number of #e plants* lomm were the most affected part 'a: 
of the plant* they were rugoae# thickened and brittle and the 
growth of the: #cle plant waa #oWque* ■ In. one plant 
(til. in Plate t3z) the axial growth m$ terminated by a leaf# #  
in the tetrapicid plants, - along the atm where the first trttsa 
should be and in several other places abb# #%ere were green 
structures# Plate tê clearly shows such a structure, and on 
the 0 % m  and petioles the short glandular hairs are also noticeable* 
was the only plant which bore a cmparatively hl^ 
number of flowers# Even so # e  number of flowers per truss 
t-ras very small as compared idth the diploid and tetraploid sibs#
' ' ' . y . ' .. - 'In tiie other two plants, %  and PUg/Oj not more than 10 
flowers were borac on each# Sometime there was a single flower 
on a long, stout and brittle peduncle* $he sepals were fleshy 
and some of the flowers on these two plants did not develop to 
maturity#
Three frultB were set on plants and one m
but in both cases the fruits contained no seed at all* There 
w #  not even traces of slightly developed ovules# Apparently 
the Carpellary wall swelled to form a fruit ^  the stimulation 
of # e  pollen grains on the sW.#a* The fruits formed did not
PLATE 13
9
m
Octoploid Tomato species hybrids. 
1. PEg/C] 2. PE6/Ci
PLATE 14
Modified trusses on an octoploid Tomato plant. 
Note the glandular hairs on the stem and petiole.
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separate the joint, #%a sepal# m m  e W k  on to
##a* fl^t <*1^  net baar $ single fruit*
Due to the ecareity of material., oytologieal ohaervatiom 
in the ootoplî^ d plmts. eould not bo earrW on a large eoale# 
All thé poet pachytene etagea in R# division were studied in 
plant EE^0^# The tm flowers borne on the other %# plant# 
Could not be spared an they were required to # W y  the fertility 
of the plant# m  well*
In pr##$ygotme otages, the high nmbor of chromatin 
#read# in a. oell made .it difficult to study the emot nature 
of oliromoeomo behaviour# %  aygotene, pairing of the 
ehromoeamea waa aaelÆ to follow# Paraeynaptio pairing of 
two by two waa the rule, and no # strand aeséciation was 
obaerved {plate %  fig# 1) fm nucleoli., usually apart,ckfofnofonxt ■were normally seen in the êella* In pachytene, 2 strand 
peiring was still prominent, althou# aeoondary pairing of 
the 4 paired paohytene chromosomes was aometime seen* The 
accompanying figure (Text 'fig# 9 ) is the dlagrawnatic
representation of 3 types of chromoame associations- seen*' ' *.
(a) The 4 paired ohromosomes lay side by side or lay scattered 
with no apparent association between any two*
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Text fig: 9» Diagrammatic representation of 
pachytene chromosome pairing in octoploid 
hybrid.
2* iP6&lj&8%3 cübafpK&CMSCKiHBE; wt&üLe iahe aTouwrtgb
iseüia? )f3HWK&&%&eK% j^afews*.
(<$) %dbë*#& lall i%&e 4k laswLrg* tfsüPG jlsrptxktMacI*
jit 8waükBgdhi&8H0,, t%liraOL(H&i; 9G;8H&cül(&tdLô%is tf#r@ %%08l& j^pyeep&SMOdSlar
istksat* ][& swae \<S3W8ô 4yB %%li%a3.sMai)8 iWK&Na siGGKi Ziyi <& gwaB.l*
%Bod%GCfi%a%w&1&8]%p 4&%e#y% wg# ,:&#& sw&oüydb Bü&ik&iüLeLl iBü&s) (SgrbsüWjgKÏ
(WOuaIjfekLe; <)fT (üharcw&cwaKxaw) laeiQH&eilertdLo&im art :mK)'|%a%&iew845w
I# mmphaSQ of # e  first division, aomldwoWy %ilgh
]p(8f@e&t%sg&& i&f» fkriP4%guCla%elLtdL(w$ lagre dtewsRt eit (aül8,)tü3K;t3.o*t4 jRa
<&8t i>8r ()f 1db& <;edL3L& éüas*ogwcNSoaa<> dk*j3twpl%w&tdL(XR kwao !%o$%%wal
jL&o* adb3f%ÆnKa&(3üwaGi i&%ya%rgkLliG(& ibcMfaBdss (wsHsKi ]poO(;8 <)%L tü&a <9%3l%%ai8#
I%l;3lbe:l%Mad&2x3qi <3df (abap(%B{>80B&«H8 sttl a&o&k ssale ilGt jsswan l-oüble l/t ;
fable 14* @Wm'#om# #gtyibiition at Anaphase -I 
in- ûéloploida
Obrcmoawe distribution mt
Pole 1
WM
p m e  2
Soi- ef , «sells- obaerved
U0t?lgMon ttm. nemaal
1
1
%
I
Pole a
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IPlfitwa j&S» <dho&(%R(wSHgm(;5& sii) a, joc&a c)!" Iibis jsgslncKlfS
at late anaphase of #o first divislm#
Anaphase of the second division was highly irragWlar wt 
OBilsr jln IWho (liiBlbRüLtM&tülcwa Cüf (db3fcm&o!%t%#ew3 tx) 483W3&& iso&o lawib lolsp 
in the n m W r  of spindles form#* Ap many as 4 spindles per cell 
W9%%* ()l3 9 4 & m M K i* *p%&@ &ipdL%K%3x3ei m eg r iw ?  %%S3F '& o t  h o  a1> 4Kkws <3&m@
stage of division# Plate 1#, figi i i& a odjLl with 4 spindles 
a1& 1Wkw3 leewae f&tw&gpB isdf tdha *M&%;h<&r ad? (GS%e%%Nw>EW)8W)e %%t
the # 0  poles of &m apiWl# (oxW## loft in # #  plcturo)
GH&oiaog tK) h# &Klgjwwf &%%8A iwagr <)3; t*iG> (itfwsar <> (C&w;
laagiBndky&a cd* i%yt%dhb;io&ij& 1# adkso BÆdüLçeatüUB he1&M&&& t&w* gem# 
t%%> grcaypg edi iBhia 3%%! ao th a t dit aeegwa aa îü? tb@ 4snd (xyptioKi 
of iüio 0€ü]LTWôü&Æ& Iba awMfgcgd* J8eü%w%ül oeQJLà üsoM» Boea tdbich 
worë m # h  smallor 'in oiaé # an tho other Müà in th# marne anther* 
These small ##li# contained m  little "he K  ohromooomom in 
each and they also ooourred in the m m  anther m  where those 
4 spindled ^  oollo m m  soon* It is mnggoaW that these 
'Omell cell# w##' formed when part of the large oells were cut V ' 
off by the fomation of the Cell wall, Plate 1$, fig» 1, 10 
mothw mil %4th 4 spindles but the chromosomes on each, 
spindle are not at the m m  ataga of division* In one miâ 
(ÜP the <%9ll, 13%) c&WMxn080BKw) on 1iw& 2 8%dhx&lC# awre at 3kate
PLATE 15
( X 1370 )
( X 1600 )
f 7<■-T =JV'' /fin 4.- - ' m
( X 1600 )
Meiosis in octoploid hybrids: Fig: 1, zygotene; 
fig: 2,unequal distribution of chromosomes at anaphase 1  ^
showing 49 chromosomes at one pole; fig: 3? tri-polar 
spindle with several chromosomes scattered in the cytoplasm.
PLATE 16
( X 1600 )
( X 1600 )
Pollen mother cells with 4 spindles in each.
Fig;1, 2 spindles at anaphase and 2 at telophase 
Fig:2, all the nuclei at the same stage of division
PLATE 17
.V -1 % ‘V'
%
t ^‘4Ëf’
Fig; 1, pollen grain mitosis in octoploid hybrid 
showing 28 chromosomes (the group at *5 o'clock consists of 
3): fig: 2, second anaphase, one plate is normal but there 
is fusion of the two groups of chromosomes at one end in 
another plate. ( B o t h  fig:s -  x 1600  ).
PLATE 18
( x l GOO)
à s ife
( X 3 2 0  ) ( X 9 0 0 )
Meiosis in octoploid F% species hybrid: 1 - a pollen mother 
oeil in which disjunction has failed at both 1st and 2nd anaphases, 
2- a dumb-bell shaped cell with two metaphase plates at each end,
3 — the same as in 2, but there is failure of disjunction at 
one end of the cell.
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sw%aph&8G atage aaad at the cdda&r and iNio obromo8onw3$ «on th# 
oibbiGi' 8]pi.ncllGEi aaro eit liGlopbewge* IDbue rwwBit)@%r ()f cdbarcKowaEMOBieis 
at each spindle is obviously not uniform*
Besides the cells with 4 spindles, cdls with 3 spindles 
treiTG talsc) (aouGcyuwityearex), )]p]ja1bo]jGK, i%g*3 3) krllbh (Xf vdLldhwDirt cwie <%%* 
two ohromosomes still lagging on the spindle. Plate fig) 2^ 
shows a normal second anaphase plate and another cell in which 
the ahromoeoraas at the two poles of one end of the spindles 
were fused* Three chromosomes are seen to be still lagging 
on one spindle* Isolated small groups of chromosomes were 
often scattered in the cytoplasm at metaphase 1 and anaphase 11* 
Occasionally there was failure of disjunction at both 
anaphases (plate 10, fig: 1) and a large reatithtion nuoleus 
was developed in the oell* This was probably the origin of 
the huge cells seen among other miorospores at tetrad formation. 
At late telophase, just before the formation of cell wall? 
to form tetrads, the number of nuclei seen per PMO varied from 
cell to cell* The range of telophase nuclei which imuid 
finally form microspores at tetrad stags, c m  be seen in tlio 
following table* (Table15 )»
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Table 15. Froqumcy of molol per cell at latoTelophase stag#
3)^0) ofnmlol 1 2 3 4 5 6 T 0
m *  of 0*47 11,32 16* 5 63.92 \ 6.13 0.4? 0*4? 0 . %eella(per cent)
At tetrad stage, the following analyale of #oTo#orW 
por aell waa obaerv# (in per cant)
Tetr# Monad Dlad Triad P m t #  Hex#
76.33 Om76 0.76 3.05 15.26 3.8%
The mloroQporee In oaoh oeOLl were not often of qplform 
Glee. Even among tetrads, the 4 mlerooporea wore of nneqW, 
alee# Thin waa probably the eomoqnenoe of unequal distribution 
of ohromosomde at aaoond anaphase. Dlade ware nomally equal 
In alae# In pantade$ generally 4 mleroapore# were equal In  
aloe but one was a dwarf wl% or without a nuoleua in It#
Sometimes all the 5 mioroepore# were mequal*
The most atnklng feature of the R0 diviaione In this 
'oetoplold plant web the shape of the celle. Moot of them ' 
were dimWWll shaped (Hate 1$, fig» 2 & 3 ) . I t  la seen 
that there are 2 metaphaea plates at each end of tho dumlMbell.
It waa evident from #ie that the ô0.1 m e  originally Mf^nuoleate, 
o m  nnolem at eaoh and of .%%e cell* In fig: 3 of Plate
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wa# failure of dlajmotloA of ohromosmos at one of
the cell. In those dumWbell shaped odLla^ it was not poaeiblo 
to trace how cell wail divioibn o o m v m d . at tetrad formation#
Pollen Oraina
Those m m  very variable Ih siaa,. and quite a large pereantago 
waa abortivo. B m  Tabloid. '
Table 16. IPollon grain etaihASlity and ai%o*
Plant
BSg/Oj^
Fssyo,
Stainafeility
=0.# .
43*03
a?»®»
Diameter-(uni#)
ig,:)
Ig.*'
14#^
8#D,
g. 1#42 
+ 1^02 
± 0*%
îloat pollen graine had 4 gem porea, while graine with 
5 gem. pproa at. about ÿ. the fraqtioney .of % e  4 poted
onm* The moat frequently pbaerved type waa.,pollen grains., 
with 3 germ per pa*-
In one PCf mitosis, %8 chromosomes wore aeon (Plate 1$, figil) 
Mogt probAl^, many- po3.3:en..grainn wi^e chromp^ally unbalanced
m  thia one wan#
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OCIîPARâTIVÏS. STODI OP DIPLOIDS, ÏFÆRàPLOIDS ATO
OOTOPLOÎD3 OP Fi SPBOIGS HÏBEIDS      ___
Horphologioal Ohèractors
Typical of;all polyploids, the totraploid and octoploid
K  species hybrids showed characters which were sturdier and 
more vigorous than t W  diploid plants* As compared with 
the diploids, the tetraploida had atms which were stronger 
tilth longer internodes, darker green and coarser leaves with 
longer petioles and fewer leaflets per leaf* The flwers 
were larger but fewer in number per truss# Earlier workers 
on tetraploid tomatoes (j^rgenaen 1928; lealoy and Lesley 
19301 lindstrcm and Kooa 1931; Mndstrom & Humphrey 1933) 
had observed similar features* In Plate 19, loi Z shows 
a diploid and Hos 1 a tetraploid species hybrid plants* 
Though the tetraploids showed structural modifications 
proportionate to the degree of chromosome doubling this 
correlation did not extend to oetoploids in which the normal 
chrmosome set had quadrupled#
The morphological features in octopXoids were less 
vigorous and regular than in the tetraploida# Stems were
PLATE 19
Two tomato species hybrids
1. A tetraploid (?E^ /C'j)
2. A diploid (PEll/60)
go
thick and sturdy hut internodes ware shorter than those of 
the diploids* ,Leaves were thick, very dark green in colour 
and rugose with inourled margins* Petioles were longer 
than In the tetraplolde and the z^hole plant tended to straggle. 
Growth of the whole plant was stunted and grotesque.
Glandular hairs which Covered the whole plant were denser 
in tetraplolds than in diploids, but In octoploids these 
hairs were most prominent and intense so that the whole plant 
and even the fruits were sticky to the touch# Of the very 
few f].o%f0rs borne by the octoploid plants most dropped off 
or dried up before fully opening#
Stomata
Though not Infallible (Demain 1940)# of stomata
and guard cells has been used m  a criterion of chromosome
doubling» Grant (1954) and Kostoff (1938) are two of the 
several workers who observed this correlation between stmotal 
sise and chromosome number In OéXosla and Hiootiana respectively.
This characteristic holds true in the case of tomatoes
as well* The sise of stomata was proportional to the ploidy
of the plant. 3ea Table 17? and Texb fig) 10.
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Text fig: 10. Comparative stomatal sizes in 
2x, 4% and 8x tomato species hybrids.
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17. Halation batween otomataX ami Ohromo3oma mmbar
g.Y
Mkawiae in atomata^ pollan grain aiae in general waa
proportionate to ohromoaome number m  wall. Ab a oritarion 
of ahromoBome doubling thie method ie muoh more oar tain than 
oompariaon of stomatal sisea (Goodspeed and Bradley 1942 )♦
In aoQordanoQ with Humphrey (1934) and Lindstrooi and Koos 
(1931) observations^ in the present material» pollen grain 
also inoroaeed m t h  the Inorease in ohromosome number*
In the aocompanying histograms^ fexb fig: 11, it is seen 
that diploids were the least variable in slae izith a sharp 
mode. jpollen grain sise is most variable in ootoploids*
It is also seen that the mean siae inoreased z^ith the ploidy 
of the plant*
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60
40
>1u
s3
O '
VARIATION IN S IZE  OF POLLEN GRAINS IN HYBRIDS
2x
9 11 13 15
D i a m e t e r  ( un i ts  )
Textfig; 11. Frequency histograms of pollen grains in 2x, 4x 
and 8x tomato hybrids. îTote the range of size àt the 
different ploidy levels.
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Another charaataristio of the pollen grains whtoh 
ohanged id.th the Inereaeo or dooreaee in ohromoeome nimfbore 
of the plant waa the germ pore» Diploid pollen gradzns 
normally had 3 gem pores and tetraploid pollens 4 
(ef Ergens on 1%8)# % e  ootoploida however had poD.on 
grains which were 3» 4 and 5 germ-porW » Pollen grains 
with 4 germ pores trere foimcl most frequently» those with 
5 poree about 25 per eent of the ones m t h  4 germ pores 
and pollen grains i&th 3 germ pores least frequently#
Warmke and Blakoslee (1939) found eimilar effects on 
pollen grains in their colchicine induoed Nicotiam 
tetraploida l»e# 3 germ^porca In haploid and 4 germ pores 
in diploid pollen grains# In addition they also found 
that some plants contained admixture of In and 2n pollen 
grains which they attributed to the plant being a chimera 
with germinal tie sue being partly 2n and partly 4n. In 
the present ootoplolds three types of pollen grains tyere 
absorved in the same anther viz: pollen grains with 3» 4 
and 5 gem pores# The irregular disjimotion of ohromosomes 
at the homotypie division of the pollen mother cell was 
probably acooimted for these different sized pollan grains 
and not necessarily due to chimera of the plant tissue*
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It was also found that abortive pollen grains increased 
proportionately with the increase in ploidy level# Thus 
diploids had less Mian 10 per cent abortive pollen but 
tetraplolds and octopioids had about 16 per cent ShdpbS* pert 
cent of abortive pollen grains respectively. Actually the 
percentage of good pollen in 2% and 4% hybrids was not much 
different from each other.
Fruit Size and Seed Set*
In accordance with previous records (J/rgensen 1928; 
bindstrom and Koos 1931f Lindstrom and Humphrey 1933) generally 
the tetraploids fruits did not greatly exceed the diploid fruit 
size» though Faberge (1936) found that tetraploidy resulted in 
diminished fruit size* Otherwise there were no other 
modifications in thé form of the fruit# Tetraploide set fruit 
readily when eelfed or when crossed with either parent or with 
diploid sibs* But the seed set per fruit when selfed was much 
less than in diploid sibs, and the fruits from crosses with 
diploids did not ooniiain seeds#
The fruits borne on ootoploid plants were smaller in 
comparison with those of both the diploid and tetraploid#
They were sticky being covered with glandular hairs and did 
not contain even traces of junde-velo-padr ovules. The different
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fruit BisoB and soed seta in diplolcli tetraploid and ootoploid 
pXaats oau ba umn in Table 18.
Table 18. Fruit alzee and seed m t  per fruit in diploid» tetraploid and Octoploid speoiea hybrids
Mean fruit Me: of 8,p,Speoioahybrids nizé(Diameter 1)mm)
S.D, seaâsfruit!& )
Diploid 29.6 à 2.98 65*8 1 16.2
Tetraploid 30.5 ±3.23 21.7 ± 6.8
Ootoploid 26.5 ± 4.36 0 #. I
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Csmmmh dxbcüssioi aid ooholîisiohs
fhe fact that a hybrid oan he produced> between 
L»eBOulentum and L»plmpinellifolium 1b evidence to show 
th#t the parental genomes must be somewhat similar in their 
genetic make up (Sax 1935)* The nature of the similarity 
between the two species must now be considered*
The species hybrids between L.esculentum and 
L♦pimpine11ifQ1ium studied were, in all outward appearances, 
very healthy and grew normally throughout their life* Their 
fertility was as high as, if not higher, than the parents, 
Several workers had previously studied hybrids in Lycoperaioon  ^
and Ashby (1937), LuckwiXl (1937), Whaley (1939) and Lewis 
(1955) observed that the hybrids showed marked siGe heterosis 
in quantitative characters* According to Ashby, the 
hybrids showed significant sise heterosis compared with their 
parents in respect of wet and dry weight, height, number of 
leaves, leaf area and absolute assimilation rate, but did not 
exceed their parent in relative growth rate measured either 
as heightor dry weight* Whaley (1952) found that in a 
maise cross the hybrid growth was not greater than that of 
the faster growing parent, and in a tomato cross, an extensive
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analysis of both morphological and physiological characteristics 
showed no significant difference between the Inbreds and the \{ 
hybrids* buokv/ill (1937) found that in his hybrids (F^) of 
Xi*esoulentum and L&raoemigrum (synonym of L,pimpine 11 ifolium) 
hybrid seêds germinated earlier than the parents, though 
he pointed out that this was not general, as some other 
crosses showing heterosis germinated earlier than the parents* 
Haskell (1955) also pointed out that the relatively more 
rapid germination of outorossed seedlings compared with 
selfed seedlings, from the same mother plant in Hubus, 
suggested that heterosis in the form of rapid germination 
rate forms a balance between heterosis and the breeding 
system of the species.
The reciprocal hybrids of L.esculentum and 
L»pimplne11ifo1ium in the present experiment showed no 
hybrid vigour in any of the following characters % germination 
rate, cotyledon sise, growth rate, height, fruit sise and 
seed sise* In all instances the hybrids were intermediate 
in value between the two parents* In fertility, however, 
the hybrids showed a higher value than that of either parent 
but the difference was not statistically significant*
Again in reapeot of germination the hybrids did not
exceed that of the faster growing parent, although they
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were as high as in the latter* One fact always stood out ; 
with the exception of fruit glae and height, that the reciprocal 
hybrids .showed a difference between each other with a tendency 
towards the pistillate parent* In other words a maternal 
effect was evident, Lewis (1955) observed that his reciprocal 
hybrids of L.esculentum and L*pimpine11ifolium differed in 
their degree of heterosisf the hybrid with L.esculentum as 
the female parent being more vigorous and also of higher.r 
fruit set than the reciprocal hybrid. But he did not mention 
of the tendency of the hybrid L,pimpinellifolium x L.esculentum 
towards the pistillate parent. Previous workers on crosses 
of L.esculentum and L.pimpinellifolium (Whaley 1939?
Luckwill 1937) did not. work with reciprocal hybrids, The 
phenomenon of maternal effect or matrooliny was also 
noticed in interspecific crosses of Melandrium dloioum and 
M»album for several characters (Baker 1950), It may be 
significant that these two species, as those of Lyooperaioon 
studied here, were also clearly very closely related species*
Cytology of the P. species hybrids vW^dienormal and regular 
Chromosome pairing at pachytene in these hybrids showed few 
signs whereby their hybrid nature could be detected.
Pairing was complete and ohromomerio pattern between the 
two species apparently identical. Occasionally, incomplete
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synapsis of the chromosomes was observed in certain regions.
The distribution of suoh regions was random but usually 
related to the chromatic regions of the chromosomes, lb 
auch incomplete synapsis was observed int the parental species 
and even in the hybrids they could easily escape detection.
This suggests , therefore, that structural differences are 
present between the chromosomes of the two parental species 
but that these differences are too small to have any drastic 
effect on the pattern of pairing#
Since so far as chromosomes were concerned, the chromosome 
pattern in both species was apparently identical)th^t small 
regions along the chromosomes where there was incomplete 
synapsis, must represent regions where the structural differences 
were smaller than one or at most two chromomeres#
The ohiasmata frequency per bivalent and the coefficient 
of terminalisation in both L.esculentum and L.pimpinellifolium 
were remarkably similar. The reciprocal hybrids were also 
similar between each other for ohiasmata frequency and 
terminalisation coefficient. The hybrid values, however, 
were lower than those in the parents. The lower value of 
terminalisation coefficient was reflected in the occurrence 
of attenuated chromosomes at anaphase separation in meiosis 
of the hybrids.
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The succeeding stages after pachytene in the hybrids 
were very regular and there was high pollen fertility and 
good seed set* Abnormalities of meiosis, seen in the 
hybrids , were not likely to be the result of hybridity 
since they occurred in only two plants out of thirty studied. 
Presumably these abnormalities were the result of some 
genic upset in the plants concerned.
The pachytene pairing in colchicine induced polyploids 
derived from hybrids is worth further consideration.
From the early stages of zygotene two strand association 
was apparent. By pachytene, complete synapsis occurred 
between the two strands so that the complement contained 24 
pairs of chromosomes* Secondary associations between pairs 
of homologous chromosomes did occur from time to time. In 
suoh configurations the paired regions were observed to be 
between 2 strands only in any one region. Wo complete four 
strand pairing was observed although Lindstrom & Humphrey 
(1933) had claimed to observe this in allotetraploid derivatives 
of L.escükëntum x li,pimpinellifolium and Humphrey (1935) 
in autotetraploids of L.esculentum, Upoott's (1935) observations 
of autotetraploid L.esculentum were more comparable to the 
present case. The two strand pairing of the pachytene 
chromosomes in the tetraplolds studied was therefore, like
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a llo p o lyp lo id sthe chromosome behaviour typical of autopolypio-id-s- and dissimilar
autopolyploldsfrom that normally found in aXXopoly pi cite, ( Darlington 1937),
The only regions where all the four chromosomes were associated 
together, in the few cases where such an association occurred 
at all, were at the centromeres. But it seems unlikely 
that the chromatids would form ohiasmata in suoh regions 
(Darlington 1931). A more probable explanation is that this 
represents non homologous association of heteroohromatic 
regions (White 1954), This two strand pairing still holds 
true for the tomato ootoploids as was seen in the few pachytene 
complements studied. Associations of two paired chromosomes, 
but never more than two, were very seldom seen. It was not 
possible to verify whether the 4 strands in these associations 
were just lying side by side or whether parasynapsis i.e. 
parallel pairing, had occurred among the four chromosomes.
In tetraploids quadrivalents were present from diplotene 
till metaphase and these presumably resulted from the 
chromosome associations seen in pachytene where all the 
four strands were involved although only 2 strand pairing 
was observed* Multivalants, including quadrivalents and 
trivalente at diplotene persisted through diakenesis to 
metaphase, and so it vms quite eviê^nt that these 
multivalents were held by true ohiasmata. The absence of
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Catenations or chains of more than four chromosomes 
proved that no structural changes of the chromosomes 
took place in the hybrids* One apparent hexavalent seen 
in a cell at diplotene was very likely a false association 
between a quadrivalent and a bivalent with no actual chlasma 
formation*
The occurrence of quadrivalent© in the tetrsploid hybrids 
ranging in number from 5 to 12 per cell at diakensis was 
evidence that there was no differential affinity between 
the two parental sets of chromosomes, as occurs in Primula 
kawonsis(lewtoii & Pellew 1929) I lîpcott 1939)® This lack 
of differential affinity in Lycopersicon could account for 
the lower fertility of the tetraploids observed* Thus the 
high degree of multivalent formation at metaphase enhanced 
the unequal distribution of the chromosomes at disjunction 
and so led to the formation of unbalanced gametic nuclei 
(Darlington 1937)# Though lower in fertility as compared 
with the diploids, the amphidiploids still gave a fairly 
high seed set*
Thus it was seen that doubling the chromosome number 
in tomatoes affected the plants little, apart from the 
slight reduction in fertility* However, the presence of 
four homologous sets of chromosomes seemed to produce
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mabalanfep^ The ootoploids were morphologically abnormal 
which showed that the effect was initiated in the metabolig 
mechanism of the plant# Leaves, stems and flower development 
were abnormal, the flowers barely opened and if they did 
they just dropped off without setting fruit#
The physiological unbalance within the plant reflecting 
the genetic unbalance together with the ehaotiq behaviour 
at meiosis accounted for the sterility of these ootoploid 
plants, where there was a total failure of seed development, 
The perfectly normal development, in both vegetative 
and reproductive phases of the planté* life,and the high 
fertility of the diploid P. species hybrids of L.esculentum 
and L » pimp in©11ifolium indicate that the two species are 
very closely related* The absence of isolation barrier of 
any sort between these two species shows that they must be 
primarily differentiated by genetic factors#
The complete pairing of chromosomes in the diploids 
and the lack of differential pairing in the amphidiploids 
which in their behaviour resembled autotetraploids, suggests 
the homologous nature of the chromosome structure# 'However, 
the observation in the hybrids only of small regions of 
incomplete synapsis at pachytene pairing points to the 
presence of tiny structural differences between the two
parental chromosomes* Therefore, the chromosomes of 
L.esculentum and L.pimplne11ifolium are seen not to he completely 
homologous J
The intermediate nature of the reciprocal hybrids with 
a prevalence of matrooliny suggests that the differences 
between the two species was genioally caused* However, it is 
not likely to be due to major genes but rather to polygenic 
complexes*
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SUMMARY
1, Two species of tomatoes, L.esculentum and L»pimpinellifolium 
were raised in the first year and croasings between them 
were made# In the second year, the parental species as well 
as the reciprocal hybrids were raised and their morphology 
and cytology were studied»
2» The species hybrids showed a tendency towards the 
pistillate parent, at least in the cotyledon characters. In 
characters like germination, growth, seed sise, fruit siae 
and percentage of good pollen grains, the F_ hybrids did 
not exceed the higher parent hut were intermediate,
3» The pachytene chromosomes of L#pimpinellifolium were 
found to he smaller than the corresponding ones in Ii.es oui en turn, 
Ohromomerio pattern between chromosomes of the two species 
were found to be very similar, Meiosis in L.esculentum and 
L. piinpine 11 if ol ium were also very similar.
4* The pachytene chromosome associations in the F_ hybrids 
were very regular. With the exception of a few instances 
complete synapsis occurred. In some cells incomplete synapsis 
v/ae observed and this was attributed to the tiny structural 
differences between the chromosomes of the two species. The
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difference in length between the chromoeomes of the two species 
was not noticeablo in the pachytene chromosomes.
5* The P_ hybrids, with the exception of two out of thirty 
plants, did not differ significantly from the parents in 
oytological behaviour# Irregularities bbserved in the two 
plants consisted of multivalent associations at diakenesis 
in one plant, and groups of chromosomes left out of the 
metaphase plate and failure of separation of bivalente at 
anaphase in the other plant. In the latter case, whole bivalents 
moved towards the poles. Attenuated ohroraosomea at 
anaphase were observed in most cells of the hybrids $ Metaphase 
chromosomes did not show size differences.
6. Eight tetraploids and three ootoploids were produced by 
colchicine treatment of the hybrid seedé. The seeds of 
parental species did not survive the treatment*
7# Tetrploid hybrids showed increase in vigour of plant 
habits Cytology of these plants was studied with emphasis 
on pachytene chromosome pairing* Tvm strand association 
was the rule at this stage in both tetraploids and ootoploids* 
Pairing of chromosomes at diplotene to metaphase did not show 
differential affinity* Lack of differential affinity 
resulted in the irregularity of chromosome distribution 
at anaphase and in lower fertility.,
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8 , PaChiytene chromosome pairing In amphidiploids was very 
similar to that in autotetraploids»
9 * Morphology and cytology of ootoploid hybrids was greatly 
affected. The plants were stunted in growth and failed to 
produce seeded fruits* Meiosis v/as very irregular, with 
oddly shaped PMCs, and consequent sterility of the plants,
10, Comparative study of 2%, 4% and 8% hybrids showed that 
there is a correlation between chromosome number and size
of stomata, and size of pollen grains, percentage of abortive 
pollen and sterility,
11. The affinity between the two species was discussed and
the following conclusions were drawn s- (a) that they were
andvery closely related species,/(b) that the chromosomes of the 
two species were not completely homologous in structure.end 
(43) that the- differences -betwean- the two-'Opeci&s were oauoed 
.by ■ polygonic complexeb*
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Part II.
This section is a record of the work done, in addition 
to the main study on tomatoes, during my stay at the 
Scottish Horticultural Research Institute, Mylnefield, 
Invergowrie by Dundee* It includes those hybrids in which 
reduction division oould not he studied for the following 
reasons s-
(a) In Rihes the plants were too young and the duration 
of study was limited,
(b) In Rubus the plant concerned did not and probably 
would not flower at all. Its physiology was greatly 
upset by chromosomal unbalance.
Therefore, in both oases only the somatic chromosomes 
were investigated and the following results were obtained.
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FIXITY OP CHK0M030ME NUMBERS IW PLANTS
It has been an accepted fact that the chromosome 
numbers in animals and plants are most stable at the diploid 
leveland are believed to be constant. However, a doubling 
of chromosome number or an increase of the chromosome number 
to a multiple of the basic number occurs quite frequently* 
This phenomenon of chromosome doubling is common only in the 
plant kingdom.
Apart from this systematic increase of the chromosome 
number there is another type where the chromosome number 
increase may not be in a euploid series. Thus plants of the 
same progeny may have different chromosome numbers* This 
often results from crosses between parents with different 
2n numbersse.g* from a sesquidiploid plant resulting from 
a cross of 4% L.esculentum (2n«48) % 2x L.peruvianum (2n~24), 
Boost (1958) obtained aneuploids ranging in chromosome number 
from 26 to 34* In Rubus, several plants of the progeny of 
crosses of Boysexi % Eldorado and Young % Eldorado showed 
instability in chromosome number (Britton & Hull 195&)*
Again these were crosses Involving plants with unequal 
2n numbers (Young=7%, Boysen^lx and Eldorado is a colchicine
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induced tetraploid). These mitotically unstable plants 
ranged in chromosome number from 13 to 60 in crosses of Boysen 
and Bidorado, and 18 to 71 in those of Young and Eldorado*
The next kind of irregularity in the increase of 
chromosome number in plants is where variable chromosome 
numbers occur even within the same plant. This kind of 
chromosome instability occurs either in nature or following 
treatment with colchicine. In Bibos, in the oolchioine induced 
tetraploid, a great range in number of somatic chromosomes 
(2n=4 to 2n-32) occurred (Varaama 1949)* The mode was at 
2n»l6, i,e, the diploid level. In asexually propagated 
plants mainly centred around members of the àroideae,
Liliacea©, Amaryllidàceae, andBiosooreaceae, Sharma & Sharma 
(1958) observed varying somatic chromosome numbers occurring 
in different cells, often in cells of the same root tip.
The different degrees of chromosome number variation found 
within stem-tlpe, root-tips and leaves in Hydroootyl asiatica'i 
Raw/olfia oanesoens, Oestrum diurnum, G.nooturnum, 0,nocturnum 
var. foetidissimum and several others led Sharma and Sharma 
(1957) to postulate a new theory of differentiation in plant 
cells# They theorised that - "different organs of the body 
at the time of their origin receive their chromosome set 
responsible fot their manifestation from the heterogenous
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complement of the growing apex# This heterogeneity is 
represented not only hy varying chromosome numbers derived 
from the original one, but also by varying karyotypes maintained 
in the normal number# The complement after its initiation 
into a differentiated tissue behave normally#
Similar variable aneuploid numbers of chromosomes also 
occurred within root tip cells of Paphiopedilum wardii 
(Duncan 1945)# L#ve (1938) recorded PMCa with less than 2n 
chromosomes in plants derived from pentaploid wheat hybrids; 
but its occurrence was limited to just one anther# Bachs (1952) 
found "chromosome mosaics" in amphidiploids of Tritioinae 
and Aegllops# But the mosaics were confined only to the 
germ line and were not observed in root tips, unlike 
Snoad (1955) who found varying chromosome numbers both in the 
pollen mother cells and the root tip cells.of HymenooalliB 
calathium#
In some instances, the variation of chromosome number 
was accompanied by alteration of the karyotype (Sharma and 
Sharma 195&? 1957% Duncan 1945)• These alterations resulted 
from duplication of some chromosome pairs and foductiom of 
others# These changes were detectable because the chromosomes 
were recognisable by the centromere position or the presence of 
secondary constrictions or the satellites.
The satellite is a uart of certain chromosomes to which
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it is permanently attached by a tenuous thread, and that each 
nucleolus takes its origin in telophase from the end of the 
chromosome at the point where the satellite thread emerges 
(Gates 1942)# Thus the satellite is always associated with 
the nucleolus* In Spinaoia oleracea (n=6) the heteropycnotio 
satellites in resting nuclei can be used as a method of 
determining ploidy of the cells (Berger 1941), though 
Heslop-Harrison (1953) found no correlation between the number 
of satellites and degree of polyploidy in Rubus,
In Orepia,Kavashin (1934) found that one parental species 
lost its satellited chromosome in the interspecific hybrid's 
complement* He termed this "differential amphiplaaty", as 
only individual chromosomes of the set were affected, and 
the term amphiplasty was applied to all the phenomena of hybrid 
changes* Wilkinson (1941) also found gegular amphiplasty in 
hybrids of Salix alba and S,fragilis v&B#(a) differential 
amphiplasty which resulted in a loss of two satellites and
(b) neutral amphiplasty which was revealed in a shortening of 
some of the chromosomes*
Similar phenomenon, the suppression of a satellite in 
the hybrid complement was observed in Ribes (Varaama 1949)> 
and in the black currant gooseberry hybrid (Tun 1959, Keep I96O) 
But Meurman (1928) saw a pair of satellited chromosomes in
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the somatic complement of Hihee nigrum x OroBBUlaria.
Hybrids of blackcurrant and gooseberry were quite frequent 
either as a chance occurrence or raised for experimental 
purposes. The common feature in all these hybrids was that 
they were sterile (Wilson 1900% Meurman 1928; Knight and 
Keep 1956-1957)* Knight and Keep managed, however, to get 
a fertile hybrid by doubling the chromosome number in the 
sterile species hybrids.
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MATERIALS AND #898008
RIBE8S
Two varieties of R,nigrum, viz* Baldwin and Amos Black; 
R.Maximowiozii? Groaeularia, the gooseberry and the hybrids 
of Amos Black x Gooseberry and Baldwin % R*Maximowiozli 
were us®âdj
BUBU8*
In Rubus, an progeny of the cross Morton Thornless
% Himalaya Giant (r *procerus)was studied. The BE material 
was not available*
In both Rubus and Ribes, the following method of staining 
had been found to be very favourable for the study of somatic 
chromosomes in root tips* Vigorously growing root tips 
were the best materials for squashing. Root tips were 
pre-treated in 0.002M solution (aqueous) of ozyquinoline 
(of* Tjio à Levan 1958) for 3-4 hours at 0^ ’- 10*0; fixed in 
Is3 acetic—alcohol for 12-24 hours and stored in 70 >^ alcohol 
till required. In Bibes para-dlchlorobenzene (saturated 
aqueous solution) was found to be preferable to oxyquinolirie
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for pre-treatment. Fixed root tip© were hydrolysed in N.HCl 
at 60*C for 30 minutes and stained in Foulgen for at least 
2 hours (Darlington & La Gour 1950). Squashing was done in 
carmine, with addition of a small drop of acetic acid saturated 
withferrio acetate to the edge of the cover slip; the slide 
is then heated gently over a low flame as this helps to 
intensify the staining of the chromosomes# The cytoplasm 
darkens if the heating is not done immediately after introducing 
the iron, V/hen conditions are optimal, very darkly stained 
chromosomes stand out against the almost unstained cytoplasm.
After keeping in the refrigerator for one or two days, 
the temporarily sealed slide preparations were made permanent 
in the same way as Celarier's (1956) already described in 
the first part of this thesis.
■photomicrographs and. camera lucida drawings were made 
from temporary preparations.
XI. 11?
BIBBS: BLACK OURRAMT - 600BEBEHRY HYBRIDS
According to Barger (1924), currants and gooseberries 
belong to tv/o different genera viz* Ribes and Groisularia 
of the family Groasulariaoeae, though Janczewski (1907) treated 
each as a sub-genus of Ribes, Black currants are all descendant: 
of Ribes nigrum. All cultivated varieties of gooseberries, as 
grown in Europe and chiefly in England are descendants of 
ProBsularia reolinata under the sub-genub Bugrosaultiria,
The present cross of Amos Black (R,nigrum)and gooseberry 
(variety unknown) could therefore be considered as an 
intergeneric cross. Of the six hybrids studied, leaves of 
the hybrids were intermediate in shape and size# They wore 
of finer texture than the black currant parent, and lacked 
the glands of the same parent which give the characteristic 
black currant odour, The spines of gooseberry were absent 
in the hybrid, and on the whole vigour of the hybrid was 
less than that of either parent as regards growth rate.
Wilson (1900) found the same characteristics in the hybrid 
of R ,nigrum and Pros b u I aria*
Both parents were diploids of 2n=l6 and the hybrid 
between the two was also a diploid of 2n«l6# Apart from
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the fact that the chromosome complements in both parents were
symmetrical, using Stehhiùs(1950) terminology, the small
size of the chromosomes offered little chance for the
study of the karyotype, No conspicuous size differences
between the two monoploid chromosome complements of the
parents were observed, This is in accordance with the
results of Meurman (1928), Darlington (1927) and geilinski
(1952) who found no karyotypic differences among the somatic
chromosome sets of several species of black currants and
gooseberries* The 2n complement of 16 chromosomes in Amos
Black comprises 14 metaoentric chromosomes (i,^,chromosomes
with median centromere) and a pair of satellited chromosomes
with submedian centromeres (Plate 20, fig,2), As reported
earlier (Tun 1959)? in the hybrids, only one satellited
chromosome was observed* It was assumed then that the gooseberry
genome lacked the satellited chromosome. But later
examination of root tipr squashes of the gooseberry showed
the presence of a pair of satellites in the complement.
This finding of the presence of only one satellited chromosome
in the hybrids complement of black currant and gooseberry 
been,has/recently confirmed by the report of Keep (i960).
Text figs 12 shows the camera lucida drawings of the 
chromosome complements from Amos Black, Gooseberry and their 
hybrid. See also Plate 20, fig,1, 2 and 3,
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Somatic chromosomes in (l). Gooseberry. xl920.
(2 ). Amos Black selfed. xl920.
(3 ). Amos Black x Gooseberry. x3200.
(4 )- Baldwin x R.maximowiczii. xl920.
XII.
BLACK CURRANT % RED-FRUITED GUmANT HYBRIDS
The hybrid studied was a cross of Baldwin 
and lUMaximowlozii, a red fruited currant, native of W.China,
B *Haxlmowlozii belongs to the aub-genUcs Berisia of the family 
Grossularlaoeae (Janozewski,1907)»
Six hybrids were available for study. Leaf shape within 
these plants was variable, Tv/o plants had leaves very similar 
to Baldwin, while on one plant they were intermediate between 
the two parents# Leaves on the remaining three plants were 
generally long and slender but ranged from moderately broad 
to thin narrow strips# These latter three plants were dwarfs# 
Text fig# 13 shows leaves from Baldwin, B ,Maximowiczil and 
their hybrid#
Like the E#Maximowiczi1 parent no glandular hairs were 
present on either surface of leaves of the hybrid, except for 
those present on the petioles and for a few on the abaxial 
surface veins* No glands were visible at leaf tips and 
along the serrations of the leaf margin# The yellow glands 
present on the abaxial surface of the leaves and on the 
veins of Baldwin, and which were absent in R#Maximov/iogii» 
were also lacking in the hybrid# The type of hairs found
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in the two parents and the hybrids are shown in Text figs 13# 
Hairs of the hybrid were very like those in the red fruited 
currant.
Sixteen symmetrical chromosomes comprise each chromosome 
complement in Baldwin and R.Maxiniowioaii, and the genome 
of either parent could not be differentiated in the hybrid#
See Text figs 14#
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DISCUSSION
The characteristic odour issuing glande of the black 
currant are suppressed in its hybrids with both red-fruited 
currant and the gooseberry, which suggests that it must be 
a recessive trait if genically caused.
Though R,nigrum displayed ataphiplasty in its somatic 
chromosomes (Varaama 1949)? .both in diploids as well as 
tatraploids Meurman (1928), Darlington (192?) and Zeilinski (1952) 
found a pair of satellites in the normal complements of several 
species of black currants and gooseberries. In the present 
observations $ in the varieties of black currants,ared currants 
and gooseberries so far examined, only a constant pair of 
satellites was observed,
Havashiri (1934) found karyotypieal changes in the species 
hybrids of Grepis* involving the "disappearance" of a satellite 
from OiiE?, of the parent species# It was also accompanied 
by either increase or decrease in length and width of the 
chromosomes of a set. He attributed this to hybridity, 
though IcOllritook (1934) was of the opinion that differential 
capacity of the nucleolar organising element in the two 
parents was responsible for the disappeWahde- of- the' satWfl-ftë'r
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The present observation of only one satellited chromosome 
in the hybr&d between black currant and gooseberry is comparable 
to the above in the lack of a satellite, though it could not 
be certain to which parent this genome belonged# Mo other 
karyotypic alterations were observed# Unfortunately it was 
not possible to study the nature of satellites in the PMCa 
of the same plants#
If the absence of a satellite from the complément of 
the hybrid between black currant and gooseberry is a constant 
feature, it could be a useful marker from the plant breeding 
aspect#
1?6xm..
SUMMARY
1. Hybrids of black currant x gooseberry, and black currant z 
a red-fruited currant species were studied* Both the hybrids 
lacked the characteristic black currant odour#
2# Only one satellited chromosome was seen in the somatic 
chromosome complement of the black currant x gooseberry 
hybrid, although both parents had a pair of satellites in 
their chromosome complements. Otherwise no conspicuous 
karyotypieal characters were observed which would distinguish 
one parental genome from another.
3. The two parental chromosome sets could not be differentiated 
in the hybrid of black currant x red-fruited currant.
4# These findings are discussed in relation to previous 
and similar observations.
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ROBÜS
Origin
Merton Thornless (2n«28) is a cultivated species 
resulting from the multiple cross of apomictio Ruhue thyrsiger 
(2iis»28) and a thornless mutant of sexual R.rusticamis (2n*14), 
The crosses were made hy Mr*M.B.Crane at the John Xnnes 
Horticultural Besearch Institute. Himalaya Giant (b.procerus) 
is a tetrapioid apomictio European blackberry.
Among the fg thornless segregants of the cross Merton 
Thornless and Himalaya Giant made by Dr.G,M.Haskell (to 
whom the writer is indebted for letting her make use of the 
material) one abnormal seedling was observed, and subsequently 
studied.
Morphological Appearance
This seedling was very stunted in growth with shortened 
internodes, rugose and thick leaves which were miniature in s±m> 
Instead of the normal tri-piiinate type of leaves, they 
were simple, entire or pinnatifid (Bee Text figs 15),
The whole plant was brittle, densely pubesoeM^ very dark 
green in colour. At 12 months, when its normal sibs had 
grown to an average height of 266 cm, this seedling was
F128
Normal Abnormal
Text fig; 15* The leaves from (left) a normal stable 
tetrapioid (2n=28) thornless seedling, and (right) from 
the abnormal, cytologically unstable seedling of the 
same Fg, taken from similar positions of the respective 
plants.
PLATE 21
Two sibs from the of Merton Thornless (2n=28) x 
Himalaya Giant (2n=28). Photographed at 7 months. 
Right, abnormal plant with varying chromosome numbers. 
Left, normal plant with 28 chromosomes.
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approximately 12 om high (Plate 21), Both the root and shoot 
systems were very poorly developed In comparison with the 
vigorous growth of the normal sihs.
Chromosome Number Variation
Both the parents, i,e,Merton Thornless and Himalaya 
Giant were constant tetraploids (2a»28), Cytologioal 
observations of this abnormal seedling showed a wide range 
in somatic chromosome number# Conse(iu©ntly chromosome counts 
wore made at intervals although the number of root tips 
examined at each time and the duration of the intervals 
were not constant, due to availability of the very poorly 
developed root system, Table 19 shows the chromosome number 
variation of the plant observed in sequential chromosome
counts* The range of chromosome numbers on the whole was
Avery wide, 9 to §8* The mode, however, in each instance 
was at 2n»35* Text fig: 16 shows the camera lucida drawings 
of the different somatic plates within root tips of the 
abnormal plant* In the fig*, M has 2n»28, which is a somatic 
metaphase plate from a normal control sib*
A. 2n=40 D, 2n«35 G, 2n=29 J* 2n=20
B, 2n=38 B. 2n=34 H, 2n=25 K* 2n=19
C$ 2n=37 F, 2n»32 I, 2n"24 L* 2n=9
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Text fig; l6. Range of chromosome numbers within root-tips of 
the abnormal Rubus hybrid seedling.
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Chromosome counts were also made from stipule squashes 
inorder to determine whether the variation in chromosome 
number was confined to the roots or was prevalent in the shoot 
system as well. But owing to the density of hairs good plates 
were difficult to obtain. One good plate showed 39 somatic 
chromosomes, which was an aneuploid number* It was not possible 
to say whether this somatic chromosome number was constant 
in tie stipules or whether it occurred in only one cell*
The chromosomes in stipules were broader than those in 
the root tips (Plate 22, fig; 4) which may be accounted for 
by the difference in pre-treatment, 0*2p$ colchicine solution 
(aqueous) being used. But tîavashin (1934) had observed in 
his Grepis species hybrids that chromosomes from adult root 
tips9 petals and sepals were larger than those from embryonic 
root tips. This suggests that there is a possible relationship 
between position and chromosome sise.
Plates 22 and 23 show photomicrographs of root-tips 
chromosomes in the chrornosomally instable plant,
Effect of Age on Variation in Chromosome Number
The first chromosome counts were made when the plant was 
seven months old, Several normal sibs of the plant were 
examined for their somatic chromosome number as well. This
PLATE 22
%
f-'*
#
(1) Somatic chromosomes (2n=28) in a normal sih of the E progeny of Merton Thornless % Himalaya Giant. ^
(2) Metaphase plate with 2n=35 chromosomes in the abnormal, 
cytologically unstable seedling of the same progeny as above.(3) Metaphase plate with 2n=36 chromosomes in the same plant as in (2).
(4) Somatic chromosomes (2n=39) in the stipule of the same plant
as in (2). Two chromosomes are out of focus. (All fig;s 1I92O)
Root tips in 1,2 and 3 were pre-treated with oxy-quinoline, 
and the stipule in 4 was pre—treated with colchicine.
1 ^
PLATE 23
L
V i
3
Varying somatic chromosome numbers within root tips of the 
abnormal, cytologically unstable seedling.
(1) 2n=12 (2) 2n=22 (3) 2n=l? (4) 2n=20
(All fig;s are xl920).
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was done for once or twice, but later on only one normal 
plant was checked occasionally for its chromosome number; it 
was always found to be constant at 2n«28,
As seen from Table 19» as time progressed* the range 
in chromosome number decreased, while the actual mumber 
of cells with 35 chromosomes increased until at one point 
the plant was almost stable at 2n=35 level. The next count, 
however, revealed that the pentaploid level did not last for 
long: variation was seen again* In one later count, cells 
with chromosome numbers of a multiple of the basic number 
1,0 *7 , were observed with greater frequency e*g*cells with 
14, 21 and 26 chromosomes. It was also found that cells 
containing the same number of chromosomes were observed to 
be in groups so that within an area only cells with 21 
chromosomes were observed, while in another area cells with 
37 chromosomes were seen#
Altogether 113 cells occurred with chromosomes less than 
35 in mumber and 44 cells with greater than 35, while 259 
cells had 35 chromosomes,
Satellites
In diploid species of Rubus the presence of two satellited 
chromosomes in the complement is a common feature, Eeslop-Harrison
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(1953) observed 2 satellites in 2%, 3% as well as 5% and 6% 
plants, the highest number of satellites being three in 
Rubus vulgaris var# Mollis (2n»21) and Corylifçlian B*sublustris 
(2n«35)» In the present study, the normal sibs (2n=28) 
usually have 2 satellites in the complement while in the 
abnormal seedling the number of satellites varied from cell 
to cell. See Table 20*
Table 20, Satellite Range in the Abnormal Seedling
Ho, of chromosome îIo« of satellites Frequencyin the cell
|/'ii4 4 1
17 2 1
20 1 1
22 1 1
24 1 1
28 3 2
33 2 1
35 1 3
2 14
3 7
37 1 1
3 2
4 1
38 3 1
4 1
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Although the number of satellites increased with the 
Increase in chromosome number the relation is not precisely 
correlated with the ploidy level. In cells with chromosome 
number abo#.e the tetrapioid level 1*0,285 variation in satellite 
number was greater. In celts of 2nw3$, two satellites occurred 
with the highest frequency, while 1 and 3 satellites were 
also observed* As many as 4 satellites were observed in cells 
with 37 and 38 chromosomes. Although the normal tetrapioid 
plants were usually observed to contain 2 satellites; two cells 
with 28 chromosomes in this plant were seen to contain 3*
Another cell of 17 chromosomes contained a pair of satellited 
chromosomes* The most unusual instance was a cell with the 
diploid number of chromosomes but containing 4 satellited ones* 
Possibly different individual chromosomes of the set were !###?#& 
involved in the distribution of chromosomes from cell to coll 
during mitosis*
Correlation of OhroJpsome Humber and Cell Area*
Cell area was assessed as follows* The outlines of the 
cells were dravm on grid paper by camtea lucida at a magnification 
of xlSOO and the number of squares (1 unit«0*01 sq.inoh) 
occupied by the %@11 was counted®
Correlation was found to exist between call area and actual
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number of ohromoBOmea with r * + 0*65* Text figs 17 shows a 
graph drawn for mean area of cells plotted against the number 
of chromosomes contained in those cells* Twice the standard 
deviation is shown in larger samples# There is a general 
regression for cell area and chromosome number into which the 
mean of 2n»35 fits# and the euploid cells# with strict multiple 
of the basic chromosome number# are not larger than those 
with aneuploid number of chromosomes*
It could be suggested that differences in pressure of 
squashing might influence cell area# This could be ruled out 
when the relation between cell area and chromosome number in 
the cell WEB considered» Thus in cells with chromosome number 
greater than 35# the average cell area was 214 units# in those 
with 35 # 186 units and for cells containing less than 
35 chromosomes the average cell area was 154 units*
Taking cells with 2n«35 only# the variation in sisse was 
considerable# being greatest as compared with the other cells 
(Table 21) with a decrease in the coefficient of variation 
(c) with the addition or subtraction of 1, 2 and 3 chromosomes*
300
250
I ': 200
150
100
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Intra-variation in cell size and chromosome number in Rubus
Average size for In ■ 35
2« 35
Average size for 2h • 35
0-65"
J_______L
19 29 31 33 35 37 39
Chromosome number
Text fig: IT. A graph showing mean cell area plotted 
against chromosome number. Twice the standard deviation 
is shown in the larger samples.
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Table 21, Relation between cell area and number of chromosomes contained in the cell.
Chromosomenumber Departure from 2n=35
Mean Area (in units)
Coefficient of 
variation
36 4-1 226,1 ± 31.8 36.18
35 0 186.5 i 78.4 42,04
34 -1 152.6 ± 52.2 34.21
33 -2 193.1 i 50.8 26.31
32 -3 163.8 i 49.8 30.22
Causes of Chromosome Mumber Variation
The perculiar appearance of the seedling, coupled with 
the fact that its chromosome number was found to be varying 
suggested that it might be virus infected, for Caldwell (1952) 
had mentioned that viruses might have wider effects on nuclear 
division than have been hitherto supposed. But the tests for 
virus infection, carried out by Dr# C#H.Cadman,(of the Virus 
department) gave negative results for the presence of any of 
the 5 common transmiasable viruses of raspberries#
Root tip cells were examined without pre-treatment, as 
the latter could possdbly hinder the observation of actual 
mechanism of division, like spindle fibre formation, etc# 
Unequal division of chromosomes at late anaphase was 
observed in several oases. î/hile in most such examples the 
chromosome number in each unequal mass was uncountable, there
two definite cases where in one cell 9 and 16 chromosomes 
were observed in each group, and in another cell 8 and 16#
Unequal groups range from occasions where there was little 
difference in the slaea of the two groups to those where they 
large* Inversion bridges were very rarely seen at anaphase 
stage# In a few instances, dumb-bell shaped nuclei were seen 
which may be comparable to the lobed nuclei observed by Britton 
and Hull (1957) in their mitotically unstable Rubus plants.
These kinds of abnormalities were also observed by Heg?/ood 
and Hough (1958) in the cell divisions of the ¥/hite Winter 
Pearmaln Apple showing mosaic chromosome pattern* They observed 
occasional groupsof chromosomes excluded from the spindle, 
but no such condition was found here#
The nuoleOlihobserved in somatic cells varied, Most cells 
had two nucleoli as in normal diploids* However, there was a 
second type, where although the number of nucleoli was two, 
their si'^ es were not the same; one being larger than the other. 
Occasionally cella with 3 nucleoli were also observed, two 
usually of equal sise while the third was a little larger*
Seldom four nucleoli were seen, three equal but one smaller.
The significance of these varying numbers of nucleoli will be 
discussed later in conjunction with the observations of 
variation in satellited chromosome number from cell to cell.
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Variation of chromosome number in plants is quite a frequent 
if not a common phenomenon# Instability of chromosome number 
may ooour either within plants of the same progeny or within 
the same plant# Some of these plants showing variation in 
chromosome number were the results of crosses involving 
■plants- with unequal 2n chromosome number (Boost 19581 Britton 
à Hull 1956)4 Chromosome instability may or may not be 
accompanied by phenotypic effects. Thus in Rubus, in the 
progeny of crosses of Roysen x Eldorado and Young x Eldorado, 
several plants which showed instability in chromosome number 
were not morphologically distinguishable from the other 
vigorous! normal plants. However, in another population of 
unstable Rubus plants the only symptom found which indicated 
the presence of mitotic instability was a characteristic 
"checking" or "mosaicism", in the leaves (Britton & Hull, 1957), 
The parents were both constant tetraploids of 2n«28 , in the 
present seedling, and there was no possibility of occurrence 
of varying chromosome number which might have resulted from 
the union of gametes with unequal chromosome number. The wide 
range of chromosome number occurring in this plant had greatly
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affected its morphology, which deviated greatly from its 
normal aihe,
There is a tendency towards retardation of the beginning 
of flowering# in addition to lower growth rate during the 
active growth period of the plants in the aneuploid0 from the 
progeny of an autoteraploid Bihes nigrum (Varaams 1953),
But it is very doubtful whether the plant studied here will flower 
at all*
Leaf bud cuttings of unstable Rubus plants still maintained 
mitotic instability (Britton & Hull# 1957), Chromosome 
number determinations from root tips made when these plants 
were only a few weeks old revealed many high as well as low 
chromosome numbers# while later in the season only low 
chromosome numbers occurred,(e,g* 2n«20 to 35), In the plant 
studied here# throughout the period of chromosome number 
determinations# besides the cells with 35 chromosomes which 
occurred with the highest frequency# there was a greater 
number of cells with chromosome number lower than 35®
Aneusomaty (variable aneuploid numbers of chromosomes) 
occurring within root tip cells of the orchard Papliiopedilum 
wardii was due to recurring duplication of certain chromosomes 
out of 20 of the complement# giving rise to the differences in 
chromosome number from cell to cell (Duncan 1945), This
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worker was able to recognise the chromosomes in the complement# 
and of the T pairs of ajelooentrio chromosomes (i.e+chromoaomes 
with median centromeres) in the set he observed that none 
occurred twice in any of the plates. This is of interest 
because in diploid Rubus tomentosus (where individual 
identification of the chromosomes in the complement was very 
difficult due to their small si%e) it was still possible to 
see that apart from the satellited pair which had a submedian 
centromere# the others were atelooentrio or symmetrical,
Stebbine (1950) holds the view that symmetrical chromosomes 
are primary or primitive types from which the more specialised 
karyotypes are evolved,
Kelts (1931) working with Viela introduced the word SAT- 
chromosome# and he pointed out that the number of nucleoli 
formed at telophase depended ù#on the number of satellited 
chromosomes present in the complement. By the interchange of 
chromosomes involving the satellited chromosome (chromosome 6) 
and another chromosome (chromosome 9) of the complement in 
Sea mays » McOlintook (1943) was able to show that the nucleolus 
originated from a nucleolar organising body adjacent to the 
stalk of the satellite. Hence# in a complement# there is 
a correlation between nucleoli number and the number of satellited 
chromosomes. Thus generally somatic tissues of haplid.ids
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b1io %. one nucleolus $ diploids two and triploids three nucleoli*
The present findings regarding the relation of nucleoli and 
satellited chromosome number in a complement paralleled those 
of Heitss and MoClintook* Irrespective of their chromosome number, 
plates with two satellited chromosomes were observed with 
the highest frequency and those with three, one and four in 
descending order. Cells with two nucleoli, equal or unequal 
in sise, were also observed with the highest frequency* 
Occasionally three nucleoli were observed, two equal in sise 
and the other larger, and only rarely did four or five nucleoli 
occur* These varying numbers of satellited chromosomes indicate 
that, so far as the satellites ware concerned, their 
distribution is irregular at mitosis. This might apply to 
the other chromosomes in the complement as well, but could not 
be proved as they could not be identified*
Another fact which supports this view that different 
chromosomes were involved in the different complements was 
that there was a definite relation between cell area and 
chromosome number* Moreover, within cells of 2n«35 alone, 
the variation was gfeat. Therefore this variation in area 
within cells of the same chromosome number, as well as those 
of different chromosome number was probably due to differences 
in the genomic constitution of the individual cells, which
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were changing during the processes of unstable mitosis.
Regarding cell size and chromosome number relationship, 
Heslop-^Harrison (1953) also observed difference© in cell size 
between the two regions of ootoploid (peripheral) and 
tetraploid (central) tissues of a periolinal **ohromochimera" 
encountered in a plant of Rubus polygenthemos from 
Northumberland# Periolinal and sectorial oytoohlmeras occur 
quite frequently in plants, as can be seen from the work of 
many investigators, This is no such behaviour in the present 
seedling# There was no definite localisation of cells of the 
same chromosome number; they occurred scattered within the 
tissue, as was also found by Varaama (1949) in Ribes nigrum. 
However, the last few counts made showed the occurrence of 
euploid series of cells(i#e#cells with chromosome numbers 
which were multiples of the basic number, e.g. 14? 21, 28 etc.) 
which were Isolated in groups. Normal distribution of chromosomes 
so far as the number was concerned, wao evident in those 
areas.
Müntzing (1943) assumed that the frequent formation of 
daughter plants %%th chromosome numbers ranging from 39 to 43 
in apomictic Potentilla# originated from reduced embryo aaca 
which developed parthenogenioally. Although the polyploid 
species of Rubus, comprising most of the European blackberry 
population are apomictic (Oustafsson 1943), this mechanism
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am a possible cause of variation of chromosome number here 
ooulci be ruled out* The plant which produced this unstable 
seedling was vigorous and thorned* It was heterozygous for 
the gene thorned (S) and thornless (s)* The parental B.ths 
is a tetraploid aporaiotio and it could easily reproduce 
apornictically* But this unstable plant was thornless, which 
proved that it must have arisen sexually to be homozygous
recessive. It is likely, therefore, that instability of 
chromosome number in this seedling is the result of inter 
action of genes carried by the parental gametes.
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SUMMARY
1# Serial cytologloal observations were made on one abnormal 
seedling from the thornless segregants of the progeny 
from crossing two tetraploid (2n«28) Hubus species, The number 
of root tip chromosomes was found to vary from 9 to 4^ per 
cell, with the mode always at 35«* The wide variation In 
chromosome number decreased with time, until at one point there 
was almost stability at 2n~35*
2. The number of satellites per cell was proportional to the 
number of nucleoli per cell. Evidence from the number of 
satellites per cell suggests that different chromosomes were 
being involved in the different complements#
3# There was a correlation between the chromosome number 
and corresponding cell sises&within the aneuploid series#
4* Virus infection was not responsible for the variation 
of somatic chromosome numbers from cell to cell. The cause 
of the instability was not definitely located bût it is 
suggested that its initiation arose from the egg sell, as 
Rubus pollen is sensitive to chromosome unbalance,
5» Chromosome number instability of this plant is discussed in 
relation to other examples from the same and different genera.
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APPENDICES
1, jmtRIENT SOLUTION#
Pfefférfg Solution (Maolam & Gook, pg 92)
Golcxuiit m t r c fe e  ## #« ## *# *♦ ## *# ^n.
Potassium nitrate •# ,* »# .# ». *# 1 gm
Magnésium sulphate *« ** *, #♦ »« Igm
Potassium phosphate (KIL PO/) ## *• . 1 gm^ 4
Potassium chloride «# *• «. «• ** .* 5 #
Ferrie chloride  ......... ## »• #. trace
Water *. # # # * ♦* # # # * #» #. #*3*^7 lu très
2, STAINS FOR GHIK%4qS0K%B3 (DcüdLlngtcKi La 0<iur,
(a) Aceto-earmlne
45 ce glacial acetic acid 
55 cc distillad water
Add 0,5 of carmine, xŸami the above mixture is boiling, 
stir occasionally and sltmaer on a low flame until the liquid 
has evaporated down to half» Cool and filter.
(b) Aceto*-orcoin
Dissolve 2.2 gm orcein in 100 ae glacial acetic acid by 
gentle boiling. Cool and filter. This Is stock solution of 
2.2 per cent* Standard solution is 1 per cent in 45 per cent
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aeotio aoid# Dilute the stock solution to 45 per oont as 
required*
(o) laucowbasio fuchsia
Dissolve 1 gm basic fuchsia by pouring over it 200 oc 
of boiling distilled water,
Shake well and cool to 50 C.
Filter, Add 30 co N,Hcl to filtrate.
Add 3 gm Kp Sp Og,
Allow solution to bleach for 24 hours in tight-stoppered 
bottle in the dark; add 0,5 gm decolorizing carbon, Shake well 
for about a minute and filter rapidly through coarse filter 
paper*
Store in tightly-@ toppered bottle In the dark.
3, GEUÆOSB AGETATE (North, 1956),
Dissolve 2 gm cellulose acetate and 0*7 gm night blue 
or crystal violet in 100 ml* water*
4* BimOHim SOLUTION (Manton, 1950),
Add sufficient amount of a stock solution of 10 per cent 
potassium ferricyanido to the normal stock solution of 20 per 
cent hypo to produce a deep yellow colour. The exact strength 
is not critical. The bleaching solution should be prepared 
3mnediately before use*
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